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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

MESSAGE
FROM THE CHAIR

Dear friends and colleagues,
We have all been moved and pained by the terrible Tsunami disaster, thinking of our friends and
colleagues, stretching out in aid initiatives, sympathy and concern. IFLA has sent out messages
for relief efforts and contributions, with special concern on preservation of bibliographic material
and the memory of mankind, in whatever means it may be registered. To all, our deepest feelings.
It was only a few months ago that many of us were together in Chile and in Argentina, and just as
our everyday life takes over, we find ourselves in a blink organising the next meetings, sending out
information, correspondence, preparing reports and the Newsletter.
Much was achieved at our meeting in Valparaíso and Buenos Aires. To ensure that we build on
our achievements, I urge you all to pay close attention to the information provided in the
Newsletter. In particular, please do follow up on the actions identified and agreed in the minutes of
Standing Committees I and II.
Standing Committee elections are in process, and we hope we will have a supportive, active and
committed group for the next year. We will also be electing a new Chair, Secretary and
Information Coordinator this year.
Believing I interpret the feelings of all,
I would like to express my gratitude
and appreciation to June Verrier, as
unsurpassed
Secretary
and
extraordinary team for the executive
of the Section; her brilliant
contributions
and
permanent
commitment have provided great
value to the Section. Gro Sandgrind,
for her collaboration, commitment and
ever so keen comments and
contributions
as
Information
Coordinator and active team member.
Katriina Arte and Pierrette Landry for
their invaluable help which we must
all thank and appreciate.

Christine Sushek and David Alazdraki, Argentina

Thanks to Margareta Brundin for her
continuous advice and friendship and
to our presenters, rapporteurs,
collaborators, meeting and workshop
coordinators.
Our
collective
participation is what will always make
us a team of formidable proportions.
Soledad Ferreiro, Marialyse Délano and Chilean
The Valparaíso and Buenos Aires
Senators at the Pre-Conference in Valparaíso 2004
meetings were a success thanks to
Soledad Ferreiro, Director of the
Chilean Library of Congress, and David Alazdraki, former Director, who coordinated our presence
at the Argentinian National Library of Congress.
To all, the best wishes for the year that begins, with affection and joy,

Marialyse Délano S.
Marialyse Délano S.
Chair, 2003-2005

Marialyse Delano
PARLIAMENT
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STANDING COMMITTEE I MINUTES
LIBRARY AND RESEARCH SERVICES FOR PARLIAMENTS STANDING COMMITTEE I:
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF SUNDAY 22 AUGUST 2004
1. Opening of the meeting
The Chair of the Section, Ms Marialyse Délano (Chile), opened the meeting by welcoming
participants to what she expected would be a very interesting IFLA 2004 in Buenos Aires.
The Section had had an opportunity to meet together and share thoughts and ideas during the
pre-conference meeting in Valparaiso, Chile, and she appreciated the effort that many had
made to attend and participate in what was a very successful two days there.
Ms Délano noted the importance of these meetings to all of us as the sole opportunity for
professionals in the parliamentary library and research service industry to meet together to
share experience and ideas. It is important to continue to remind our Parliaments of the
uniqueness of this opportunity. In this context, she advised participants that if they would
find a letter of thanks from her for their participation helpful, she would be most happy to
provide one.

Ms Délano also noted the need for all of us to be proactive in keeping each other informed of relevant developments. Few of
us have time to cruise the internet or each others’ web sites. Each of us should therefore make it our responsibility to draw any
relevant development to the attention of our colleagues either by direct email advice, or through the bi-annual Newsletter.
ACTION 1: Parliamentary Library and Research Services Section participants to be alert year round to any new developments
occurring in their parliaments that may be of interest to PLRRS colleagues and to advise them by email of through the biannual Newsletter.
On behalf of the Section, Ms Délano also offered her congratulations to Ms Donna Scheeder who had recently been appointed
to be the Head of the Law Library of the United States Congress.
2. Approval of the Agenda
The Revised agenda was approved proposed by Marialyse Délano and seconded by Donna Scheeder (US).
3. Approval of the Minutes of the Standing Committee meetings in Berlin, August 2003
Prosed by Margareta Brundin (Sweden) seconded by Cris Maia (Brazil) and approved by the meeting.
4. Officers report
Report by the Chair, Ms Marialyse Délano:
Ms. Délano reported that the Libraries and Research Services Section of IFLA has 115 members. The Preconference was
attended by 78 participants representing 29 countries: Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Canada,
Ecuador, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Netherlands, India, Iran, Israel, Japan, Kenya, Korea, New Zealand, Peru, Poland, Czech
Republic, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, European Union, United Kingdom, United States, as well as by members from the
Chilean Parliament. There were 21 presentations and three round tables during the Preconference. The 78 participants plus
staff from the Chilean Library of Congress were expected at the Buenos Aires Conference.
Her traditional financial report would be made at a later date since there had been a glitch in arrangements for the monies - 610
euros - allocated to the Section and were received from HQ at a later date.
Report by the Secretary Editor, Dr. June Verrier (Australia):
The Secretary/Editor took the opportunity to congratulate the Parliament of Chile for the excellent pre-conference that had
been organised in Valparaiso. The Section had had the opportunity of three days of stimulating discussion on a variety of
topics (see Dr Verrier’s Report of the conferences in Valparaiso and Buenos Aires with attachments listing the agendas of the
meetings on pages 30 to 38 of this Newsletter). The Section had also been the beneficiary of the most generous and warm
hospitality and, as a result, had an opportunity to develop and consolidate the close and effective working relationships
between its different members. Particular thanks must go to Soledad Ferreiro, the new Parliamentary Librarian of Chile whose
energy and enthusiasm were felt throughout, and the Section’s Chair, Marialyse Délano, whose tireless efforts made for such
an exceptional meeting in the southern hemisphere.
Dr Verrier noted that the Valparaiso meetings underlined the importance of involving our clients, the parliamentarians, in our
meetings to engage with the issues before us and, importantly to assist lift the prestige of the critical work done for democracy
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by parliamentary libraries and research services. The success of this was illustrated by the press
coverage and TV and radio interviews which characterised the Valparaiso meetings.
On Section business over the year, Dr Verrier noted her disappointment that Section members
were not taking as much opportunity as they could of using the Newsletter to share news, ideas and
professional developments between meetings. Noting that there is never enough time to deal with
all the subjects members propose at annual conferences, the Section would benefit from
developing the habit of ongoing dialogue through the Newsletter.
Report by the Information Officer, Ms. Gro Sandgrind (Norway):
Ms Sandgrind thanked Pierrette Landry for all the assistance she continued to provide to the
Section to assist the Information Coordinator keep member lists up to date and to ensure that
Section papers are all available on line. She urged members to consult the IFLANET site to see
what was available.
Regional associations' information is not always up to date. Emphasising that old information was
of no use, she asked the chairs of the regional organisation to check and ensure that the
information is correct.
5. Roll call of Standing Committee (SC) members:
Present
Absent
Marialyse Délano
Waafa Ali Abdel ELAH
Sara Parker
Keith Cuninghame
June R. Verrier
Choi Moon Hyu
Donna Scheeder
Bernard Nzo Nguty
Cristiane de Almeida Maia
Karl Min Ku
Irina Andreeva
Josephine Moesi
Eleni Mitrakou
N.K. Singh
Richard Paré
Gro Sandgrind
Corresponding Members:
Patricio Aranda-Torres
Tembi Mtin
Wojciech Kuliesiewicz
Bharti Tiwari
The Section has traditionally held SC meetings open to all members. Unfortunately on this
occasion, floor ushers closed the door without knowledge of the SC and some interested attendees
were left out.
6. Elections in 2005
The Chair, Ms Délano, reminded the Section that being a member of the Standing Committee was
an important responsibility. The culture of the Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services
Section was one of hard work and commitment by all the members of the Standing Committee.
Elections were due early next year. She urged the meeting to think hard about membership and
work to elect members who would be willing to make a contribution to the work of the Section.
As well as ability and willingness to work with the Executive team, the Section is keen to ensure
that the Standing Committee is made up of a good cross section of representatives from around the
world. Ms Délano urged all aspiring applicants for SC membership to consult the officer manuals
to be found on the IFLA site to learn about SC responsibilities. She also urged them to discuss the
significant commitment SC membership means with the organisation they represent to ensure that
they are able to make the contribution it calls for.
7. News from the Coordinating Board
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Ms Délano reported on Coordinating Board business which is currently largely taken up by the
IFLA review process. She was asked to pass on:
• delegates were urged to wear their conference badges at all times
• arrangements for printed papers as required
• emphasis on the importance of filling in IFLA evaluation forms at the end of the conference
• the newcomers session would be on Tuesday 24 August at 10.45am
• the Information Coordinators Session would be on Wednesday 25 August from 9 – 10am.

Ms Délano was also asked to remind participants of:
• the role of chairs of meetings
• the need for presenters to check IT systems are working before meetings
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•
•
•

check what translation arrangements were in place
to speak slowly and clearly to assist interpreters and to avoid acronyms and idiomatic
expressions
the IFLA culture which is NOT to read papers but to speak to key points and allow time for
questions.

Recalling the PLRSS’s strongly expressed concerns at last year’s meetings about the direction of
IFLA which limited Section specific time during main conference, Ms Délano reported that the
PLRSS was one of the few Sections to achieve two two hour timeslots for meetings in the main
schedule of the IFLA conference.
Ms Délano also reported on the next steps in the IFLA review process. Sections would be
reviewed and selection criteria for doing so had been set out. These included, for example, the
number of Section members, attendance at meetings by SC members, the number of papers in a
Section’s programme, other papers produced, the achievements of their strategic plans etc. The
paper provided for this discussion at the Coordinating Board is proved at Attachment A.

The Coordinating Board also asked its members to remind Sections that money was available for special projects. To qualify,
these projects must be related to the strategic plan of IFLA as a whole. In response to questions from the floor, Ms Délano
stated that the quality of the project, not its size, would be the determinant of a successful application and that it was not a new
initiative but a shift from what had been projects limited to a one year time frame.
Suggestions prosed included:
• a workshop on collaborative projects to provide a brainstorming opportunity (Donna Scheeder, US)
• a paper on performance indicators (Marialyse Délano, Chile)
• how law libraries fit in with the work of parliamentary libraries and research services (Patricio Aranda, Peru).
ACTION 2: Section members to consider what projects the PLRSS could propose and to put suggestions to SCII. Participants
could also email Marialyse Délano with any other ideas.

8. ECPRD sponsored project.
For the benefit of new participants, Ms Délano summarised the objective of the ECPRD project. The goal is to generate a
portlet as a tool with information for Parliamentary Libraries, for exchange of ideas, projects, agendas, research papers and
other useful information not easily available.
In terms of progress, Ms Délano reported that she had received some helpful feedback from some SC members on the project,
and in particular from Ms Margareta Brundin (Sweden). Ms Brundin asked what was the expected time commitment of the
Chile Parliament for the project and in response was advised that support was guaranteed for three years. Ms Brundin added
that the information in the German Parliament’s World Directory should also be included – but that it was very important that
all participants update their information. This could be done by updating the Directory on-line. See www.bundestag.de , click
on databases and choose World Directory of Parliamentary Libraries and follow the instructions given on how to submit and
update information via the questionnaire.
Ms Sandgrind added that it was very important that we develop and hold this kind of information on our own site because
Iflanet cannot carry the amount of information required.
ACTION 3: All PLRSS members to review the information on the German Parliament’s World Directory and update as soon
as possible.
9. Strategic plans (2001-2005)
The Strategic Plan is available online at: http://www.ifla.org/VII/s3/annual/sp03-04.htm
Ms Délano reported that in the development of the PLRSS Strategic Plan over the last year, she had received helpful comment
from Richard Paré (Canada), Donna Scheeder (US), June Verrier (Australia) and Gro Sandgrind (Norway). She had taken the
silence of other SC members to mean consent.
Mr. Frank Kirkwood (Canada) noted that he had not received the requests for comment and this stimulated some discussion
about Section email traffic. There were obviously some email receiving problems in the Section. It was agreed as a Section
protocol that it will be of great assistance if, in future, even if members have no comment, they should quickly acknowledge
that they have received each Section Executive email. This will identify those to whom it has not got through. In addition, this
should be done as an individual reply – not a reply all – to reduce the amount of traffic to all.
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ACTION 4: All Section members to acknowledge Executive emails with an individual (NOT reply
all) email as soon as possible.
ACTION 5: For the electronic copy of the Newsletter, the Secretary Editor should post it on the
IFLA site and send advice to all individually that it is there rather than send it to each email
address.
10. Reports on regional activities:
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Regional Report - European Centre for Parliamentary Research and Documentation
(ECPRD), report by Mr Karel Sosna, Parliamentary Librarian, the Czech Republic:
The ECPRD was created in 1977 at the request if the Conference of Speakers of European
Parliamentary Assemblies. Now, 45 European countries and 54 parliamentary bodies (Chamber of
Deputies and Senats) participate in its activities.
The objectives of the ECPRD are to promote the exchange of information, of ideas and of
experience on subjects of common interest which fall within its competence, to strengthen close
cooperation between the member services in all fields of parliamentary information, research and
documentation and to collect, exchange and publicise the studies of parliamentary services.
The core activities were and most likely will remain:
1) the organisation of seminars and conferences on all issues of practical interest for parliamentary
administration and
2) the organisation of comparative requests and the production of comparative studies and
briefing notes.
Fourteen conferences, seminars and meetings were or will be held in the 2004:
1. Meeting of the Executive Committee, Rome, 2 March
2. Seminar on EUROVOC, Brussels, 5 March
3. Seminar on the Role of Parliamentary Legislative Services in the Process of Drafting
Legislation, Warsaw, 25 - 26 March
4. Meeting of the Macroeconomic Working Group, Sofia, 16 - 17 April
5. Seminar on Parliamentary Public Relations, Bratislava, 22 - 23 April
6. Conference of the Speakers and Presidents of European Parliaments, Strasbourg, 19 May
7. Seminar on Security in Parliaments, Ljubljana, 3 - 4 June
8. Conference of the Speakers of the EU - Parliaments, The Hague, 2 - 3 July
9. Meeting of the Executive Committee, Strasbourg, 16 September
10. Seminar on the Role of Parliaments after the New EU Constitution, Madrid, September
11. Meeting of the Macroeconomic Working Group, Brussels, 22 - 23 October
12. Conference of Correspondents, Berlin, 14 - 15 October
13. Seminar on Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services, London, 4 - 5 November
14. Meeting of the ICT Working Group, Lisbon, 17 - 19 November.
The full draft reports, the presentations, the list of participants, the survey of replies to the
questionnaires and other detailed information concerning those seminars have been included on our
website http://www.ecprd.org.
ECPRD Publications in 2004 included:
1. ECPRD Directory
2. Guidelines for Studies and Comparative Requests (EN, FR, DE)
3. Activity Report April 2002 - April 2004 (EN, FR, DE)
4. Comparative Study on Parliamentary Remunerations and Allowances.
All publications are also available on the website http://www.ecprd.org.
A permanent exchange of relevant information was to be structured via the ECPRD website which
at the same time could also be used for other parliamentary initiatives. In the year 2004 there were
approximately 75 000 hits, or about 200 visitors per day. The pages which were most consulted were
the comparative requests, the ECPRD publications and the calendar of ECPRD events with its
reports. We can say that the comparative requests from almost all fields of parliamentary
administration and parliamentarianism itself (total number 96 in the 2003 and 91 till August 9, 2004)
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were seen as the real core of the website. Therefore it was suggested that the whole website should
be more open to the general public in the near future.
Mr Dick Toornstra (EU) added to Mr Sosna’s report noting that the EC had now computerised the
handling of comparative requests – in response to what he described as the amazing hunger for
comparative data across the widening EU. This data is carried on the ECPDR server ‘A’ and
represents a cooperative investment by all the parliaments of the EU. This information also
includes tracking data for the progress of EU legislation.
The IPEX system is an inter parliamentary exchange of legislative information so that EU
legislatures, in responding to EU directives or national debates, can check at what stage the same
legislation has reached in other parliaments, detect how the debate has run and assist identify what
difficulties have arisen etc. At this stage the data is of very mixed quality and not always available
in ‘understandable’ languages. In response to a question, Mr Toornstra added that this information
was available on the EU parliament’s intranet only. But this was the subject of debate, some
believing it should be in the global domain.
Ms Vicki Whitmell (Ontario) added that she had attended the APLA regional meeting which took
place in Canberra in July and reported that that group was also working on developing comparative
data.

Regional Report: Association of Parliamentary Libraries of Australasia (APLA). 16 July 2004, Canberra Australia Ms
Barbara McPhee, Subject Team Manager, Parliamentary Library, New Zealand
This report was provided at SCII but is presented here for the record.
APLA held its annual general meeting in Canberra 16 July 2004. There was representation from the Western Australian, New
South Wales, Victoria, New Zealand, Queensland, Tasmania, Australian Capital Territory and Commonwealth parliamentary
libraries. Vicki Whitmell from Ontario was also present.
The overriding theme emerging from this meeting, is the awareness that APLA has evolved from being a forum to discuss
common issues to becoming one which provides specific opportunities for action. The meeting agreed that to facilitate more
action it may now be necessary to schedule meetings in addition to the annual general meeting.
The first such occasion mooted was a two-day workshop in February 2005, immediately after the Sydney online conference.
The involvement of parliamentary libraries to manage knowledge, information and records across the whole of parliament was
common amongst participating libraries. A workshop is currently being organised to investigate information management and
could involve wider representation of parliamentary staff, other than those who attend the APLA annual general meeting.
Other key matters discussed were
 Structure and change (where do parliamentary libraries sit in the bigger parliamentary organisational structure?)
 Consortia (using the EPIC national consortia arrangement in New Zealand as a model what possibilities are there for
APLA?)
 Succession planning (Vicki Whitmell gave an overview of the issues she has been investigating during her visit to
Australasia).
Future plans: “Relationships and partnering” are likely to be significant themes for the next APLA meeting.
Regional Report: The Association of Parliamentary Librarians in Canada / L'Association des bibliothécaires
Parlementaires au Canada APLIC/ABPAC Report to IFLA 2004, by M. Richard Paré, Parliamentary Librarian,
Canada
The Biennial Conference 2004 will be held in Edmonton, Alberta from September 19-22 (3 days) under the president of
APLIC, the Legislature Librarian Sandra Perry.
The first speaker at the opening session will be Moria Fraser, the Parliamentary Librarian of New Zealand, and she has titled
her presentation: “Making your Services Useful to the Members: Client Liaison Programs”.
Other sessions will address topics such as:
Copyright in a Digital World
Integrated Library Systems: On the Move Again!
Staff Competencies and Training Initiatives
Archiving of Electronic New Monitoring Services
Members’ Database
Intranets (Roundtable)
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APLIC/ABPAC had welcomed two new members this year: Ms Vicki Whitmell, Executive Director
of the Legislative Library in Ontario, and Jane Taylor, Director of the British Columbian Legislative
Library.
IFLA – Quebec 2008
Proposal to organise a Seminar between APRIC members and IFLA Section of Library and
Research Services to Parliaments’ members.
Mr Paré (Canada), noting Section sensitivity about extending the length of time people spent at
IFLA meetings, nonetheless reminded the meeting that IFLA in 2008 would be held in Quebec.
That year the APLIC regional conference would be likely to be held there at about the same time
and PLRSS members may wish to add this meeting to their conference commitment.
APLAP: No report as APLAP meets only every other year. Mr Ramesh (India) commented that the
last meeting had been in Ankara and the venue for the next one expected in January in India would
be announced soon.
APLESA: There has been no meeting since the last IFLA conference.
AAPLD: There has been no meeting since the last IFLA conference.
PARDOC: M. Francis Milogo was not at the conference to provide his report.
NCLS: Not available at the time of printing.
Regional Report: 51st Nordic Parliamentary Librarians Meeting.
3rd - 4th June 2004,
Helsinki Finland report by Ms. Gro Sandgrind, Parliamentary Librarian, Norway
The Parliamentary Librarians in the Nordic countries, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Iceland and
Norway met this June in sunny Helsinki.
Present were:
Tuula Laaksovirta, Riksdagen Finland.
Hanne Rasmussen, Folketinget Denmark.
Eva Falk, Riksdagen Sweden.
Kristin Geirsdottir, Althinget Iceland.
Gro Sandgrind, Stortinget Norway.







The Finnish Library of Parliament was founded in 1872 and has a staff of 51. The library is a
research library open to the public – so is the Swedish Parliamentary Library. The Icelandic,
Danish and Norwegian parliamentary libraries are primarily libraries for the Members of Parliament
and their staff.
Main issues in this years meeting were:
The parliamentary Internet and intranet/portals solutions in each Parliament and how the
libraries participate in this important work. Both Sweden and Norway use the search engine
Autonomy and shared experiences.
 Digitalisation of parliamentary papers.
 Sharing strategies on information- and web-services.
 How to share more effectively parliamentary papers.
 International relations.
 Sharing examples on best practice.
 Cultural highlights – visit to the new library and information centre Aralis and a small tango
music concert.



Ms Sandgrind added that the meeting had also enjoyed a tango concert and champagne and
strawberries in Tuula Laaksovirta’s home. (The meeting was advised that after Argentina, the
countries most famous for their tango fascination were Finland and Japan!)
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Creation of the Network of Latin American Parliamentary Libraries (REBIPAL)
Ms Délano announced to the meeting that a new regional organisation had been formed during the
pre-conference in Chile. The countries of Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Guatemala, Brazil and Argentina,
had agreed to form the Association of Latina American Parliamentary Libraries and a supporting
network. This was endorsed by the representatives of those countries. Ms Délano would be looking
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at the constitutions and arrangements of other regional organisation to assist LA developed their organisation.
Within the framework of the 20th Conference of Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services for the first time held in Latin
America, in Valparaiso, a declaration was signed to establish the Latin American Association of Libraries of the National
Congresses.
The intentions of the association, according to the text of a document that was agreed at Valparaiso, are:
to create spaces of institutional interaction between the National Congresses;
to construct mechanisms of exchange of information, experiences and knowledge between the libraries associated,
and to establish the Network of Bibliotecas Latin American Parlamentarias (REBIPAL).





The declaration was signed by representatives of the libraries of the Parliaments of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador,
Guatemala and Peru.
ACTION 6: To assist that Latin American regional organisation, the secretaries of all PLRSS regional organisations to send
Marialyse Délano copies of their statutes, constitutions or other rules and regulations guiding their business.
11. Future Conferences
IFLA 2005, Oslo: 71st IFLA General Conference, Oslo, Norway 14-18 August 2005, report from Ms Gro Sandgrind,
Parliamentary Librarian, Norway.
Ms Sandgrind reminded the meeting that the pre-conference in Oslo would be the first of the in-country pre-conferences that
the Section had agreed should take preference over other-country pre-conferences. In the future, the Section’s three special
days: the local parliament’s day, the workshops day, and the research seminar day would take place in the context of the preconference, but next year, only two days had been set aside in earlier planning. Ms Sandgrind advised that a programme was
in process of development for the local parliament’s day and discussions would be held with the executive about using the
second day for either the workshops or the research seminar.
Ms Sandgrind cautioned that the temperature could be 30 degrees centigrade and that people should prepare for this. She
expressed some concern about the capacity of the Norwegian Parliament, as a relatively small parliament, to offer extensive
hospitality. The meeting assured her that the Section did not expect extensive hospitality and was very grateful for the trouble
taken to organise the pre-conference and the opportunities for meetings it would provide.
Following some discussion, the meeting expressed considerable enthusiasm to participate in a Norwegian tradition for the
Section’s Dinner by having a picnic in the woods. This idea would be further developed and participants advised to bring
comfortable casual shoes and clothing for this occasion.
Ms Délano added her conclusion that the Section does not expect the Parliament organising the pre-conference to organise
anything more than the one day. The Section would, however, be grateful for assistance with accommodation for the other two
special days that it organises.
Further information about the Oslo conference can be found on pages 43 to 51.

12. Invitation presented by Ms. Sara Parker
Ms Parker spoke to a paper provided to the meeting (attachment B) advising the meeting that the PLRSS, along with the
Government Information and Publications Section, had been invited by the Government Libraries Section to join a working
party to:
• develop guidelines for best practice for all government libraries, and
• to be used as a tool in assisting to provide good governance in developing countries.
The group would be chaired by Nancy Bolte and Ms Parker asked for volunteers.
The proposal stimulated considerable discussion which resulted in consensus that this was an initiative which should not be
taken up.
There was particular concern about the difference between the PLRSS and the other Sections and the fact that parliamentary
libraries and research services, as support agencies for legislatures/parliaments, were not part of executive government and
could not be governed by guidelines developed for government departments.
There was, however, recognition of the value of sharing information in some areas, Ms Ferreiro (Chile), for example, reported
that the Chilean Parliamentary Library was working with government departments to establish e-services. Ms Scheeder (US)
commented that if the objective was to identify an array of best practices that was a good thing but if it meant a commitment,
that was a problem. Ms Baines (UK) noted the heavy dependence we all placed on government departments for information in
PAGE 10
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our day-to-day work but we needed to be aware of any commitment. Ms Brundin (Sweden) reminded the meeting that when it
had discussed IFLA’s new organisational arrangement, there had been considerable resistance to the IFLA expectation that we
were expected to combine with other Sections for various purposes. We said a definite ‘no’ then and we should say a definite
‘no’ now. Initiatives such as this could contribute to reducing the independence of the PLRSS and its capacity to continue to
develop projects and programmes of greater interest and value to its membership.
ACTION 7: Ms Sara Parker to advise Nancy Bolt that the PLRSS thanked the Government Libraries Section for its invitation
to join the Best Practices for Government Libraries Workshop and advise that it did not consider it appropriate to participate.
The PLRSS would, however, be interested in how the workshop progressed and in any papers on best practices in libraries that
were developed.
13. Subjects of interest for future conferences
There was some preliminary discussion of this topic but it was held over for full discussion at Standing Committee II

14. IFLA booth schedule
Ms Délano noted that the session the PLRSS was scheduled for clashed with the day the Section would spend in the
Argentinian Parliament. She would look at changing duty with another Section. This was also the case for the President
elect’s, Alex Byrne, Brainstorming Session.
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15. Useful information
Ms Délano encouraged any who had not registered for the day in the Argentinian Parliament
or for the Workshops day to do so as soon as possible. There would be shuttles from the
back of the Hilton every 15 minutes to the Sheraton for the meetings that would take place
there tomorrow.
16. Section dinner
Ms Délano announced arrangements for the Section Dinner and tango show at the famous
Restaurant Querandi, and asked those who wished to attend to pay their money to John Kerin
or Greg McPhee to procure a ticket. Numbers were strictly limited and entry would be by
ticket only.
17. Any other business
The Secretary suggested that, in future, the agendas for SC meetings be provided at the
meeting as well as ahead of it in the Newsletter since people often did not bring them

ACTION 8: The PLRSS Secretary to make arrangements for the agendas and any other relevant papers be made available to
participants at SC meetings.
Action Point Summary List
ACTION 1: Parliamentary Library and Research Services Section participants to be alert year round to any new developments occurring in
their parliaments that may be of interest to PLRRS colleagues and to advise them by email of through the bi-annual Newsletter.
ACTION 2: Section members to consider what projects the PLRSS could propose and to put further suggestions to SCII. Participants could also
email Marialyse Délano with any other ideas.
ACTION 3: All PLRSS members to review the information on the German Parliament’s World Directory and update as soon as possible.
ACTION 4: All Section members to acknowledge Executive emails with an individual (NOT reply all) email as soon as possible.
ACTION 5: For the electronic copy of the Newsletter, the Secretary Editor should post it on the IFLA site and send advice to all individually that
it is there rather than send it to each email address.
ACTION 6: To assist that Latin American regional organisation, the secretaries of all PLRSS regional organisations to send Marialyse Délano
copies of their statutes, constitutions or other rules and regulations guiding their business.
ACTION 7: Ms Sara Parker to advise Nancy Bolt that the PLRSS thanked the Government Libraries Section for its invitation to join the Best
Practices for Government Libraries Workshop and advise that it did not consider it appropriate to participate. The PLRSS would, however, be
interested in how the workshop progressed and in any papers on best practices in libraries that were developed.
ACTION 8: The PLRSS Secretary to make arrangements for the agendas and any other relevant papers be made available to participants at
SC meetings.
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ATTACHMENT A: PLANNING THE REVIEW OF IFLA'S SECTIONS
GB 04 - 038R
Following a recommendation by the Professional Committee, the Governing Board decided
to review all sections by 2007. All sections have been informed about this plan in writing. I was commissioned to provide a global planning
schedule for the review process during the years to come, which I submitted to the PC's March 2004 meeting. The PC approved the global
schedule, as well as the composition of the Working Group to further develop this:




Ia McIlwaine
Nancy Gwinn
Sjoerd Koopman

Here is my further draft.
April 2004
Each Division was requested for one Section to voluntarily undergo the review (PC members)
The following have been nominated so far:









Division 1: University Libraries
Division 2: Art Libraries; Social Sciences Libraries
Division 3: -Division 4: Cataloguing
Division 5: Serials
Division 6: Information Technology
Division 7: -Division 8: Asia/Oceania

June 2004
Ralph Manning and Sissel Nilsen have confirmed to serve on the Review Committee 2005-2007
Seek PC's approval of further detailed planning and criteria for review (working group)
July 2004
Distribute planning schedule and review criteria to "test" Sections (Sjoerd Koopman)
"Test" Sections may give reactions after their meetings in Buenos Aires (August 2004), no later than 30 September 2004.
October 2004
Inventory of reactions from Sections (if any), adjust planning/criteria if needed (working group)
December 2004
PC to approve final review schedule + appoint Review Committee
[February - April 2005
[August 2005
December 2005 - August 2006
December 2006 - August 2007

Election new Standing Committee Members]
Election new Standing Committee Officers]
Review first phase
Review second phase

------------------------------------------------------------------Criteria for Review of Sections
1.
Number of Section members 2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004.
2.
Number of Standing Committee members 2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004.
3.
Attendance at Standing Committee business meetings, conferences 2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004.
4.
Attendance at Section's open sessions during conferences 2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004.
5.
Number of papers in Section's conference programmes 2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004
(supported by list of references)
6.
Number of Sections other publications (books, reports, journal articles)
2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004 (supported by list of references)
7.
Please review the Section's achievements during 2002 - 2003.
8.
What are the Section's projected goals for 2004 - 2005 ?
9.
Which other IFLA sections does the Section collaborate most with ?
10.
Are there any sections to which the section would make a good partner ?
11.
How was IFLA project money spent 2001 - 2002 - 2003 - 2004 ?
12.
Does the Section generate money for IFLA, or will there be possibilities in the future ?
Sjoerd Koopman
Coordinator of Professional Activities
7 July 2004
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ATTACHMENT B: PROPOSAL TO DEVELOP GUIDELINES FOR GOVERNMENT LIBRARIES AND INFORMATION CENTERS
Why guidelines are needed?
To serve as guidance to government libraries about best practices
To be used as a tool in developing countries about the organization and responsibilities of government libraries
To support advocacy for the development and improvement of government libraries
To gather best practices worldwide about the organisation, responsibilities and value of government.






Who should develop such guidelines?
The standards will be strongest if developed by a joint cooperative effort of the Government Libraries, the Parliament
Libraries, and the Government Information and Publications Standing Committees. The Government Documents Standing
Committee is prepared to take the lead in the effort. The Parliament Libraries and the Government Information and
Publications Standing Committees are invited to appoint members to participate in developing the standards. Alternatively,
these Standing Committees can also participate by reviewing and commenting on a draft of the standards. Broad participation
from developed and developing countries is necessary to ensure that the standards are as relevant as possible to as many
government libraries as possible.
Will the standards be guidelines be mandatory?
No, IFLA does not have the power to enforce standards nor might all the standards apply to all government libraries. Rather
the standards will serve as guidelines and tools for the development and operation of government libraries.
Timetable for the guidelines development project
2003-04

Berlin: The Government Libraries S.C. approved the effort and appointed a committee. Chair Nancy
Bolt invited interested librarians to volunteer to participate through messages in ALA World and
IFLA Journal. A review was conducted of existing ALA standards.

2004-05

Buenos Aires: The Parliamentary Libraries and Government Information and Publications Standing
Committees are invited to join the effort. First meeting of the committee is held and a process for
developing guidelines is established.

2005-06

Oslo: Draft guidelines are presented for discussion.

2006-07

Korea: Discussion on the draft guidelines continues.

2003-05

The Parliamentary Libraries and Government Information and Publications Committee will be
invited to join the effort in Buenos Aires.

What might be included in such standards?
One suggested approach to the guidelines would include:
1.
Identifying Government Libraries typologies.
2.
Government Libraries functions with reference to the political authority from which they depend.
3.
Government Libraries functions with reference to external and/or specialized users.
4.
Management of documents and publications and their dissemination including any limitations.
5.
Providing access to information either physically, electronically, or through depository libraries for
government staff and/or the general public.
6.
Preservation of and permanent access to national and local documents.
7.
Identifying common management, financing, and work practices.
8.
Advocacy for the role of government libraries in developing national and/or regional information policies.
9.
Support of the right and obligation to protect privacy of those using the library.
10. Need for and obligation for organization of government information across agencies for easy access.
11. Preservation of government information in some manner for future use and research.
12. Responsibility to assess and meet needs of government staff served by government libraries.
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STANDING COMMITTEE II MINUTES
LIBRARY AND RESEARCH SERVICES FOR PARLIAMENTS: STANDING COMMITTEE II,
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF 28 AUGUST 2004
1. Opening of the meeting
The Chair, Ms Marialyse Délano, opened the meeting by expressing the condolences of herself and
the Section to Lutfeya Samsodian, whose mother has very suddenly passed away, and through
Barbara McPhee to Moira Fraser who had been unable to attend the conference on account of the
very grave illness of her mother.
The Chair then welcomed Standing Committee members and observers. She expressed her
appreciation of the work so many had done to make the time the Section spent together in
Valparaiso and in Buenos Aires such a fruitful and enjoyable experience. She particularly extended
the thanks of the Section to Ms. Christine Sushek from the Library, David Alasdraki the
Parliamentary Librarian of the Argentinian Parliament, and our host for the day the PLRSS spent at
the Argentinian Parliament, who had organised such an interesting and successful programme.
Ms Délano also noted that it gave her particular satisfaction that it was during a pre-conference in
Chile that a regional organisation for Latin America, reflecting the increasing awareness in many
Latin American countries of the importance of parliamentary libraries and research services and the
role they play in the good health of democracies, was finally achieved after many years of effort.
Ms Délano then passed on her congratulations to the Secretary Editor, Dr June Verrier and her
personal assistant, Ms Katriina Arte, who had created the kind of Section Newsletter which won the
IFLA award for the best Newsletter (the award certificate is attached at C). The award was
presented by the President of IFLA at IFLA’s closing ceremony and was accepted on the Section’s
behalf by Patricio Aranda since the rest of the Section was at its meetings in the Argentinian
Parliament.
In expressing her thanks and thoughts on the issues, Dr Verrier observed that the award was in fact
a tribute to the Section as a whole, for the hard work it does on such an interesting range of issues,
and the seriousness with which we take the opportunity that the IFLA conference environment
provides for our unique industry. She offered her personal thanks to Katriina Arte, who was
entirely responsible for the design and layout of the Newsletter, and without whom a Newsletter of
this quality simply could not be produced.
2. Approval of the Agenda
Ms Délano outlined the business which needed to be discussed and the agenda was agreed.
3. Officers’ reports
Chair: Ms Marialyse Délano: Ms Délano reported that the Section’s Open Meeting, Democracy
Enabling Initiatives, had been particularly successful and had attracted 130 participants.
She reported back on the funding arrangements of the Section Dinner. Because arrangements had to
be made well ahead to ensure a booking of such a large number at a very popular venue, and
because of exchange rate fluctuations since the quotation of cost was first provided some months
ago, members had been charged more than was eventually needed for the dinner and show. Ms
Délano asked for suggestions about what should be done with the additional money. After some
discussion, it was agreed that it should be put towards the cost of the Section Dinner in Oslo. An
amount of $US 365 was handed over to the Norwegian Parliamentary Librarian for safekeeping for
this purpose.
ACTION 1: The Norwegian Parliamentary Librarian to hold the Section Dinner additional monies
of $US 365 for the purpose of contributing to the Section Dinner in 2005.
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Secretary Editor Dr Verrier:
For the Section record, the Secretary noted that a breach of Section protocol had occurred in the
course of the pre-conference in Valparaiso. A member of the Section had taken advantage of the
privilege of the platform at the beginning of a presentation to make a political statement.
This caused considerable dismay among a number of participants and was subsequently discussed
by the Executive. The Executive concluded that in particular because we are an organisation
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representing parliaments and political systems of different kinds from all over the world, it is not appropriate to use our
meetings to make political statements of any kind.
ACTION 2: PLRSS members to note that the best tradition of parliamentary libraries and research services is that staff who
support democratic parliaments do not allow their political views to influence their work and do not make public political
statements. PLRSS members also to note that this same protocol has been, and must continue to be, a central principle of the
Section’s operations.
Information Coordinator, Ms. Gro Sandgrind
Ms Sandgrind reported that this year IFLA would ask each Section to nominate a paper for inclusion in the IFLA journal. (Last
year, IFLA selected from all the papers presented at the conference and Dr Verrier’s On Socks and Bees and Everything in
between: Navigating the Political Environment – Culture, Constraints and Controversies, was selected for inclusion.)
Following some discussion, it was agreed that three papers should be considered:
• Margareta Brundin, Democracy Building Activities in the Swedish Riksdag: the Role of the Parliamentary Library
• Priscilla Baines, A combined parliamentary library and research service: changes and challenges over thirty years
• Soledad Ferreiro, The reinvention of the Library of the National Congress of Chile: from management of products and
services to management of relations with congresspersons.
and that Standing Committee members should email the Information Coordinator as soon as possible with their vote on which
paper should be selected to represent the Section in the IFLA Journal.

For your information: M. Brundin's paper got the most e-mail votes. The Editorial Committee of the IFLA
Journal, after reviewing some 50 Buenos Aires conference papers recommended for publication in the
IFLA Journal, selected Brundin's paper, 'Democracy enabling activities in the Swedish Riksdag and the
role of the parliamentary library' for publication in the journal during 2005.
4. Roll call of Standing Committee members
SC members in attendance were: Marialyse Délano, June Verrier, Gro Sandgrind, Sara Parker, Eleni Mitrakou, Cris Maia,
Richard Paré, Donna Scheeder and Patricio Aranda-Torres.
5. IFLA 2005: Oslo
The Parliamentary Librarian of Norway, Ms Gro Sandgrind, provided details of the planning to date for the PLRSS preconference which would take place in Oslo starting at midday on 10 August and running through to Friday 12 August,
immediately preceding the first Standing Committee meeting on Saturday, 13 August. 2005. The pre-conference will include
the research Seminar which this year will be organised by Brit Fløistad, head of the Parliamentary Research Service of Norway
and Marianne Bjernbäck from the Research Services of the Swedish Parliament. 2005 is the centenary of Norway’s
independence from Sweden and there would be year long celebrations of which the IFLA conference will be one.
There was further discussion on the Section Dinner which resulted in unanimous enthusiasm for the suggestion of a picnic.
ACTION 3: Participants in the PLRSS Oslo meetings bring comfortable shoes and casual clothes for the purpose of
participating in the Section dinner which in Oslo will take the form of a picnic.
There was again some discussion of the length of the IFLA conference commitment. It was suggested that, to assist those who
are unable to stay for the full period, the Section’s Workshop day in Oslo should be arranged for the earliest possible day in the
IFLA week. The Executive informed the meeting that at meetings following Oslo, the expectation was that the Section’s three
Section-specific days: the local parliament’s day, the Research Seminar and the Workshop days would be included in the preconference. It was emphasised, however, that the local parliament would be expected to offer only the first of these three days
with the Section Executive continuing to take responsibility for the Research Seminar and the Workshops days. It hoped,
however, that the local parliament would be able to assist with a venue for the second and third days.

3
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ACTION 4: To ensure maximum participation, the PLRSS Executive to organise the Workshop
Day as early as possible in the IFLA week in Oslo and subsequent conferences.
ACTION 5: The Executive to enter negotiations with the Seoul Parliamentary Library and
subsequent IFLA country parliaments about arrangements for pre-conferences.
6. Subjects for Research Seminar and Workshop discussion in Oslo
The Executive is pleased to announce that Anita Dudina has agreed to coordinate the Workshops
in Oslo and would call on the help of Cris Maia and Keith Cuninghame, who kindly organised
the Buenos Aires Workshops, for assistance and advice. For the Research Seminar, Brit
Fløistad, Norway, and Marianne Bjernbäck, from the Research Service of the Swedish
Parliament had kindly agreed to coordinate the Research Seminar.
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To assist them put together a programme of greatest interest to participants, discussion was called for to
suggest what subjects would be of most interest to members.
Ms Ellie Valentine, Armenia, asked should gender in parliaments be a subject for discussion by the Section,
taking into account the impact on legislation of the gender balance in parliaments. Following some
discussion which pointed to the work done by the UNDP, IPU and EU on this topic, it was concluded that
this would amount to a major research project and require funds to carry out. Unless there was already an
expert working on this in the Section who could report on their work, this was a subject best left to others.
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Mr Patricio Aranda, Peru, suggested looking at how libraries get information from knowledge
communities.
The Secretary reminded the meeting of ideas/suggestions which had emerged in the course of Section
meetings in Valparaiso and Buenos Aires or had been suggested separately to her. These included:
1) how can Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services brief each other on current issues in their own
country to avoid duplication of work and use of dated information? i.e.: develop professional
international cooperation.
2) how can the impact of the work of parliamentary libraries and research services (on the parliament/ the
executive/ the public/ legislation) be measured?: i.e. the need to develop performance indicators for
parliamentary libraries and research services (Donna Scheeder, US; Dick Toornstra, EU, and others)
3) what should the interaction be between parliamentary libraries and research services and departments of
state: i.e. access to published or publishable information from departments of state (June Verrier,
Australia)
4) the challenges of staff management in a parliamentary environment: training and development; poor
performance; performance appraisal (Sarah Parker, Missouri; Donna Scheeder, US; Dick Toornstra,
EU)
5) plagiarism, copyright and the information technology revolution: implications for servicing and
protecting members of parliament
6) marketing in the parliamentary environment: political, cultural and traditional restraints (Cris Maia ,
Brazil; Ahmed Ali M. Al-Mukhaini, Oman)
7) technology as servant or master: striking the right balance
8) press services national and international: value adding - when should these be provided by
parliamentary libraries and when should they be outsourced? (Patricio Aranda, Peru)
9) innovations update: progress report on dialogue with members about services (Soledad Ferriero, Chile)
10) best practice standard setting to establish international benchmarks (Dick Toornstra, EU)
11) best practice in knowledge management systems/applications in a parliamentary environment
12) keeping up with the changing work practices of committees: value adding in more independent
technological environments (Richard Paré, Canada).
The Chair reminded the meeting of the list developed by the Section last year and asked for any further
suggestions to be submitted to the Executive as soon as possible. She asked next year’s Research Seminar
and Workshops organisers to consider these lists and coordinate through her as they put the programmes
together.
Ms Donna Scheeder proposed that the Section should also seek external speakers for its sessions, for
example, Stephen Abraham an expert in trends affecting library and information professionals, especially
as they relate to information research. The issue of cost came up but it was also suggested that we look for
people who are not members of the section but who are looked at as experts and might be coming to IFLA
anyway. The issue of cost was raised as one inhibitor to this suggestion.
ACTION 6: Research Seminar and Workshop coordinators to consider the topics for discussion at Oslo
raised during the Valparaiso and Buenos Aires meetings.
ACTION 7: PLRSS members to propose possible external speakers to the Executive if these would be
willing to participate on a cost free basis
7. Section Standing Committee Elections
Ms Délano repeated her strong advice about the seriousness of Standing Committee membership
responsibilities and urged interested members to familiarise themselves with these from the information
available on the IFLA website.
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ACTION 8: All PLRSS members to begin thinking about appropriate nominations for
forthcoming elections to the Standing Committee.
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8. Any Other Business
The Government Libraries best practice guidelines initiative (see minutes of SCI). There was
further extensive discussion of this issue following attendance at a first meeting by Patricio
Aranda. The meeting clarified the Section’s position that, given the sensitivities about separation
of powers that prevailed in the experience of many of the institutions represented, it was
inappropriate for the PLRSS to participate formally in this initiative.
As people began to leave the meeting, the Chair, Marialyse Délano, thanked everyone for a
wonderful conference, thanked all those who had helped and, in particular, thanked our
Argentinian hosts for the warmth and generosity of their reception to us all and particularly for
the interest and stimulation of the programme in the Parliament kindly organised for us.
Because there had not been an opportunity to do so at any other point in the conferences, the
Chair agreed to a short presentation on Biblioteca Virtual Do Senado Federal: Conquistas E
Desafioso by Ms Simone Bastos Vieira.

Action Point Summary List
ACTION 1: The Norwegian Parliamentary Librarian to hold the Section Dinner additional monies of $US 365 for the purpose of contributing to
the Section Dinner in 2005.
ACTION 2: PLRSS members to note that the best tradition of parliamentary libraries and research services is that staff who support democratic
parliaments do not allow their political views to influence their work and do not make public political statements. PLRSS members also to note
that this same protocol has been, and must continue to be, a central principle of the Section’s operations
ACTION 3: Participants in the PLRSS Oslo meetings bring comfortable shoes and casual clothes for the purpose of participating in the Section
dinner which in Oslo will take the form of a picnic.
ACTION 4: To ensure maximum participation, the PLRSS Executive to organise the Workshop Day as early as possible in the IFLA week in Oslo
and subsequent conferences.
ACTION 5: The Executive to enter negotiations with the Seoul Parliamentary Library and subsequent IFLA country parliaments about
arrangements for pre-conferences.
ACTION 6: Research Seminar and Workshop coordinators to consider the topics for discussion at Oslo raised during the Valparaiso and
Buenos Aires meetings.
ACTION 7: PLRSS members to propose possible external speakers to the Executive if these would be willing to participate on a cost free
basis.
ACTION 8: All PLRSS members to begin thinking about appropriate nominations for forthcoming elections to the Standing Committee.
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ATTACHMENT A - NEWSLETTER OF THE YEAR AWARD



COORDINATING BOARD FOR THE DIVISION OF RESEARCH
LIBRARIES
See section 7 of the Minutes of Standing Committee I for a report on the Coordinating Board Meeting on page 5.
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WORKSHOP REPORTS – BUENOS AIRES 2004
The Workshops this year were held in the Argentine Parliament. The Section Executive would like
to thank the Argentine Parliament and its Parliamentary Library for kindly organising this
wonderful venue for us.
For the Buenos Aires Workshops, the PLRSS Executive decided to nominate the same rapporteurs
for the repeated workshop sessions to avoid duplication. On behalf of the Section, the Executive
would like to thank Workshop presenters: Ellie Valentine, Donna Scheeder, Sandra Fine, Edilenice
Passos and rapporteurs Eleni Mitrakou, Margareta Brundin, Sara Parker, Richard Paré and Gro
Sandgrind who volunteered at the last minute when Anita Dudina fell ill, for their contributions to
another successful Workshops’ Day.
Apologies were received for their absence from Anita Dudina and Patricio Aranda, who were both
ill on the day.

REPORT FROM WORKSHOP A: CUSTOMIZING ELECTRONIC SERVICES: WHY AND HOW
TO DO IT.
Presented by Yoonjung Kim (Korea)
Rapporteur: Sara Parker (U.S.A)
Yoonjung Kim presented a
delightful overview of customizing
electronic services for members of
Parliament. She focused on the
needs of information users within
the parliament and the level at
which services should be designed.
Customization can either be simple
or very complex. One should look
at who is served, how to be
efficient, and what alternative
sources of information the
parliament has available.
Kim spoke of the high level of
computer literacy in Korea and
within its parliament. She described a system in which legislative topics were already defined
within the system and new topics emerged. She described five databases maintained by the
parliament within the five plus five system. One stop shopping was the goal.
Discussion followed the presentation. It focused on the extent to which users stay in the
parliamentary system or go outside; how to serve users who are not comfortable with the
technology; and how one receives feedback from members of the parliament and others on the
services provided.

REPORT FROM WORKSHOP B: HOW CAN WE ORGANISE ACCESS TO LEGISLATIVE TEXTS
TO ENSURE THAT OUR STAFF AND USERS CAN FIND THEM? USING THE EXPERIENCE OF
KEEPING TRACK OF THE BRAZILIAN CODE AS A STARTING POINT
Presented by Edilenice Passos (Brazil)
Rapporteur: Margareta Brundin (Sweden)
Edilenice Passos and her team in the Brazilian Congress started some years ago to design a research
tool that would help any person to understand the legislative procedures that led to the present
Brazilian Civil Code. This was enacted into law in 2003. The challenge was to organise the
information so that people can find it without knowing all the details of the legislative process.
Edilenice had been working for 22 years as a librarian of the Congress. Her workteam, beside
herself as coordinator, has been a typist and two librarianship interns. A long time will still be
needed to complete the job.
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The first task was to obtain the text of the Brazilian
Civil Code in force, and this was downloaded from the
homepage of the Government. The text was divided
into Word files according to the different parts of the
Civil Code. The second stage was to compare the
current version of the Civil Code with the original Bill
of Law and write down the changes. The third stage
was the inclusion of all the 1063 amendments and their
justifications.
The next – and fourth – step will be to identify the
result of each amendment voting. Also rejected texts
will be added. In the fifth and sixth steps the debates of
the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies will be added.
When the work is done this will be an enormous help for both legislative consultants and the general public to find their way in
the Brazilian law–making process. For the ordinary citizen it was earlier virtually impossible to carry out searches in this
material. It was as an example difficult to get access to older official gazettes of the Federal Senate. But the citizen also had to
be familiar with the Brazilian law–making procedures to be able to follow the winding paths to the final wording.
All participants of the workshop were very impressed by this endeavour to present the entire law–making process to the
general public, and by Edilenice’s great knowledge of the subject. The participants asked many detailed questions, and it was
concluded that no other Parliament had ventured to take on such a huge work.

REPORT FROM WORKSHOP C: THINK TANKS: WHAT ARE THEY? WHO ARE THEY? WHAT DO THEY DO FOR
OUR PARLIAMENTS?
Presented by Sandra Fine (Israel)
Rapporteur: Richard Paré (Canada)
Ms. Sandra Fine, Director of the Legislative Information Centre of the Israel Democracy Institute, presented brilliantly and
eloquently the theme of this workshop.
The expression Think Tank was first used by the Rand Corporation in the 1960s. Sandra stressed that Think Tanks are research
institutions or organisations, usually non-profit organisations; most of them accept contracts from government agencies and/or
private companies. Her central question was how should staff of parliamentary libraries and research services assess the
research of Think Tanks and decide how much reliance can be placed upon it.
To answer this question, she divided Think Tanks organisations as follows:
1.

2.
3.

Consultancies: those organisations which produce important research, but are often hired and paid for a specific purpose
and the results are then often biased. As an example, she reported a study, concluding that chocolate was food for health,
but the Think Tank doing that study was funded by a major chocolate producer company.
Lobbyist Groups: there research is done with a purpose which is to convince politicians or members of the Congress.
These Think Tanks usually produce policy-oriented research papers.
Academic Think Tanks: in general, these are not government funded. They have strong academic participation and they
want to remain more independent. As an example, Sandra suggested the situation where an MP or a Committee requires
research analysis on a very complex question, expecting a report very quickly. What would be the factors used to assess
Think Tanks?
a. The institution’s reputation – the academic qualifications of their scholars.
b. Their publications – the quality of their previous publications; the depth of the bibliographies; the graphics and
the statistics used; the dates, etc.
c. The funding of the institution – is it a non-profit organisation or a private business?
d. The people – the number of academic people on staff.
e. Their activities – are they providing seminars, workshops, etc.?
f. The media – how the institute is perceived by the press.
g. Mission statement – this should indicate the orientation or the direction of the Think Tank.
h. Contacts – check with your contacts to know more about previous work done by Think Tanks.
i. Board of directors and founders of the institution – could help to establish the neutrality or the non-neutrality of
the institution.

Comments made by the participants:
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Several participants expressed concerns regarding the fact that potential selected Think Tanks which accept government
contracts could deliver results which are biased. They recognise, however, that government is contracting more research
outside than before to save money.
It is the view of the participants that in Parliaments and in Congresses, we are doing more policy analysis than in-depth
research and therefore that for the original research, we have to rely on academia, research institutions and Think Tanks.
It was mentioned that tax payer organisations do a great deal of research which
always arrives at the same conclusion – that is to cut taxes.
Sandra indicated that some Think Tanks state clearly their positions. In answer to
another comment, she underlined that if an organisation is totally partisan, it
doesn’t mean that their research is not valuable as long as their political leaning is
kept in mind.

4
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June Verrier suggested that, ideally, we should compare and ponder the results of
different institutions on a specific subject and advise/brief the MPs accordingly.
Another comment was that an MPs profile can be an important factor to take into account because there may be some Think
Tanks producing research more in line with their views.
A comment was made that in Japan, Think Tanks tend to be more independent.
At the end of the workshop, Sandra provided the participants with the attached short reading list of URLs as a directory of
Think Tanks.
Think Tanks Directory
http://www.nira.go.jp/ice/nwdtt/
http://www.lib.umich.edu/govdocs/psthink.html
http://usinfo.state.gov/usa/infousa/politics/thnktank.htm
http://www.politicalindex.com/sect30.thm
http://directory.google.com/Top/Society/Issues/Policy_Institutes/
http://www.worldpress.org/library/ngo.htm
http://www.people.virginia.edu/∼rjb3v/T-tanks.html
http://www.policylibrary.com/Thinktanks/UKthinktanks.htm
http://www.policylibrary.com/Thinktanks/Canadianthinktanks.thm
http://www.policylibrary.com/Thinktanks/Swedenthinktanks.htm
http://www.policylibrary.com/Thinktanks/Germanthinktanks.htm
http://www.policylibrary.com/Thinktanks/france_think_tanks.htm
http://www.policylibrary.com/Thinktanks/netherlands.htm
http://ksgwww.havard.edu/edu/library/orgs_tanks.htm
http://www.vote-smart.org/resource_political_resources.php?category=Think20Tanks
http://edirc.repec.org/ttanks.html - economics

REPORT FROM WORKSHOP D: COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS FOR PARLIAMENTARY LIBRARIES AND RESEARCH
SERVICES; THE WHY AND HOW
Presented by Donna Scheeder (U.S.A.)
Rapporteur: Eleni Mitrakou (Greece)
The seminar was conducted twice. Both groups, consisted of 15 persons, who demonstrated a really participative attitude,
allowing creative inputs and interventions. The present report includes the interventions of both groups interwoven.
The format of this seminar varied from the others, in the sense that the participants were encouraged to make their
contributions during the whole one-hour session and not just to make comments at the end, after the relative introduction on
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the subject. This process permitted an on-going interchange of various experiences and interesting at the point comments. The
seminar was dense in content coming from both sides.
Donna Scheeder opened her presentation by offering definitions of the term “collaboration”. The definitions described the
procedure generally as “work together in an undertaking” and in more detail as a “process people employ when working
together, planning, creating, solving problems and making decisions”. To be effective this needs to be seen as a whole process
for which all the steps included in Donna’s presentation need implementing for optimum outcomes. Missing one or more
stages instead of leading to a successful collaboration can create stress and lack of accomplishment.
As Donna pointed out 2nd World War strategists understood that it was sometimes necessary: “to cooperate with the enemy
invader”; collaboration may include working with the “not like-minded people” who have valuable skills, knowledge and
expertise but do not share the exact same disposition towards the issue addressed. It was underlined that power derives from
inclusion rather than exclusion. As difficult as it may sound, better solutions result when consensus among difficult partners is
achieved.

4
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There followed a discussion on the advantages of collaboration; some of us reported that we
had used collaboration successfully or less successfully for a range of different reasons: simply
because it was absolutely necessary (the IT people just had to be part of the program); because
it ensures a broader base of support, it obtains access to a broader base of knowledge, it
increases available resources, it ends with better solutions and includes synergies and
complementary capabilities. Cris Maia of Brazil described as a collaborative project the
publication of a guide containing all the services of their Parliament.
It was stressed, before embarking on any project, the importance to take some steps. It is
essential to be able to identify good projects. The criteria were discussed: projects ought to be
aligned with the strategic plan and to serve more than one part of the organisation, ought to add
value and offer the chance to work with strong partners who each bring something to the table
(ideas, expertise, influence, financial resources, reliability, etc).

Dr. June Verrier, Australia, described as an advantage the current position of her organisation, now amalgamated into a larger
parliamentary department and the opportunities this presented to work with more people and profit from their input. Charles
Brown, Ghana, indicated whether asking for help could be seen as a weakness and not as sharing common interests.
Another step is to evaluate your own collaboration position by forming a list of present and future partnerships, a list of
disciplines already available, those represented by the potential partners, and to identify if there is need to build additional
relationships. Finally, it is crucial to assess the importance of these partnerships, to prioritise.
Successful collaboration is based on certain ingredients such as mutual expectations. The recent agreement we all witnessed
made during the Chile pre-conference among the Latin American Parliamentary Libraries was rightfully brought up by
Marialyse Délano and Soledad Ferreiro, Chile as an example.
Trust issues stimulated an exchange of experiences; Jan Keukens, the Netherlands, elaborated on his experience co-working
with IT people and Priscilla Baines, UK, referred to a methodology applied on IT projects that provides guidance and knowhow. Taking all the credit or leaving with the outcome is a risk that Sandra Fine of Israel mentioned. Good communication and
value created also underline a positive cooperation outcome.
The consensus was that the engagement of all interested or affected coming from all involved parties is a crucial element in
collaboration; it has to be constructive and a good facilitator is needed to support all the planned phases of the project.
Facilitators play an important role as they guide the whole process and they can provide resources. It is best if they are neutral,
in that way the process is separated from the content and fuller participation is made possible.
Potential projects can be a) research projects: planning a digital library (Chile), preparing for a new Parliament (Australia),
retrospective conversion (Congress Library), staff training (Oman) and the updating of the website, b) library projects such as
cooperative collection policies, cataloguing and digitisation and c) administrative projects namely marketing outreach etc.
Marialyse Délano, Chile, proposed to formulate Section projects and plan for performance indicators measurement.
The seminar dealt with practical matters as how to design meetings, how to go about group decisions, to get integrated results
and not just a series of papers. Taking minutes in meetings creates a group memory and thus repetition and denial can be
avoided, said Ahmed Al-Mukhini, Oman, a practice they use systematically.
Margareta Brundin made the point that the participation of younger professionals in collaborative projects is most useful;
through cooperation they are trained and at the same time they have the opportunity to discover and develop their leadership
skills.

The collaboration process must be constantly evaluated so as to guarantee that lessons are learned by all and collective
experience is gained.
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If interested in the subject of collaboration a vast relevant bibliography exists and the internet serves
as a search tool.
The presentation can be e-mailed to you upon request addressed to Donna Scheeder
(dsch@lov.gov) or can be found on the Section’s site.

REPORT FROM WORKSHOP E: FROM BACKGROUND INFORMATION PROVISION TO
RESEARCH SERVICES: WHAT MAKES A SERVICE ‘RESEARCH’ AND HOW TO DEAL WITH THE
TRANSITION

Presented by Ellie Valentine (Armenia) and Clay Wellborn (USA)
Rapporteur: Gro Sandgrind (Norway)
Ellie Valentine and Clay Wellborn gave a short introduction to the subject to be discussed. There
were three issues to cover:
 Reference services as a foundation.
 What makes research – research?
 What have been some successful approaches to developing research services?
They began by putting the problem in the context of the Armenian parliament and political system.
There had been little that was modern in the library and over three years things had begun to be
turned around from a focus on sources to a focus on services. The majority of the 131 MPs had
other interests and only a few focused on their parliamentary duties.
The workshops went on to plot the various research services into a framework according to how
developed each parliament is and how developed the research service is in each country. Reference
was made to Nelson Podoby’s typology of parliaments. What this demonstrates was that many
parliaments do not have a proper research service and the expectations of the users are very often
low. Most have a reference service and we should start by asking how do we add value to this
reference service? Ellie, who works on a project in the Armenian National Assembly, used the
development of an Information department with a library, archive and research unit as a case.
The workshops then considered how to manage the development going from reference services to
research services? Users might not even know about the existence of library and research services,
the management might be sceptical and the resources are very often scarce and not competent. In
order to start on such a transition process (from reference to research) the workshops discussed the
need for budget and strategic planning (very important) as well as training our staff and.
Importantly, marketing any new services to clients. And not to forget that this is a continual
development process!
In discussion, Gro Sandgrind noted that it was a change in the political situation which made the
creation of a research service possible following years of trying. Jan Keukens (Netherlands) noted
that Netherlands had had a research service but lost it to the committees. Cris Maia (Brazil) added
that librarians provided information for committee staff but there was no research service as such.
Thanks to Ellie and Clay.
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SCOPE STATEMENT
In accordance with the mission and objectives of IFLA, the Section on Library and
Research Services for Parliaments recognises the central role that information must play in the
effective functioning of a democratic legislature. In representing parliamentary libraries, the Section
encompasses parliamentary and legislative libraries that provide information and documentation
services to Parliamentarians and also those that include a research and analysis service. These
services are provided to national legislatures in unitary states and to both national and regional
legislatures in countries with a federal system of government. The activities undertaken by those
who provide library and research services for parliaments range from the identification, location,
interpretation, synthesis, and timely delivery of information to in-depth analysis and development of
choices for the legislature.
In addition to the library skills of acquisition, indexing, reference work and the use of
information technology, there is often a need for subject and disciplinary expertise, significant
presentational skills and an understanding of legislative procedures and official publications. The
concept of service to members of the legislature, the primary clientele, is fundamental to
parliamentary libraries and research services.
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Marialyse Délano Serrano
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phone: +56 2 270 17 00
fax: +56 2 270 17 47

Secretary:

Dr. June R. Verrier
Secretary / Editor of IFLA PAR Section
Head of Information and Research Services
Commonwealth Parliament
Parliament House
CANBERRA ACT 2600
Australia
Tel. +(61)(2)62772470
Fax +(61)(2)62772528
Email: june.verrier@aph.gov.au

Information Co–ordinator: Ms Gro Sandgrind
Information Coordinator of IFLA PAR Section
Parliamentary Librarian
Library of the Norwegian Parliament
Karl Johansgt. 22
N-0026 OSLO
Norway
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Tel. +(47)23313685
Fax +(47)23313859
Email: gro.sandgrind@stortinget.no
Members of the Standing Committee, 2001-2005 and 2003-2007
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andreeva, Irina, elected for a first term, 2001-2005; eligible for a second term
Aranda Torres, Patricio, elected for a first term, 2001-2005; eligible for a second term, but since he no longer
works at the Library of Parliament of Perú, and may or may not be nominated, since he indicated his interest
in Government Libraries Section.
Cuninghame, Keith: elected for a first term, 2001-2005; eligible for a second term
Kulisiewicz, Wojciech, already completing his second term, not eligible.
Mitrakou, Eleni: elected for a first term, 2001-2005; eligible for a second term
Choi Moon Hyu: elected for a first term, 2001-2005; eligible for a second term
Nzo-Nguty, Bernard: already completing his second term, not eligible.
Paré, Richard: already completing his second term, not eligible.
Sandgrind, Gro: elected for a first term, 2001-2005; eligible for a second term
Ali-Abdel-Elah, Wafaaa: second term 2003-2007
Almeida Maia, Cristiane: first term 2003-2007
Délano, Marialyse: second term 2003-2007
Karl Min Ku: first term 2003-2007
Moesi, Josephine: first term 2003-2007
Parker, Sara: second term 2003-2007
Scheeder, Donna: second term 2003-2007
Singh, N.K: term 2003-2007
Verrier, June: second term 2003-2007

Corresponding Members, 2003 – 2007 are:
•
•
•
•

Margarita Angelova
Anita Dudina
Tembi Chalabase Mtine
Bharti Tiwari

MEMBERSHIP
The Section has 111 members representing 57 countries as of October 2003. Among the members there are 74 parliamentary
libraries, 6 National libraries, 16 National Associations, 5 International Associations and other Institutions and 10 Personal
Affiliates.
FINANCES
The Section received for the year 2004 an amount of 610 Euro from IFLA to cover the costs of running the Section’s activities.
Of the allowance, 172 Euros were spent on: photocopies during the Buenos Aires Conference, bank account transfer and
handling charges, and 100 Euros for IFLA overhead charges for the Preconference. The Parliament of Australia sponsored the
printing and distribution of the Section’s Newsletter and the Chilean Library of Congress the Preconference; the Argentinian
Library of Congress funded the Management Workshop at its premises. The remaining funds are for editing / translating
preconference papers. See attachment A.
COMMUNICATIONS
For IFLA 2004, the Section prepared letters of request for support for approximately 85 members of the Section including
some Standing Committee members. Members have been actively contacted during 2004 by the Section’s officers, for
participation, information and suggestions.

CONFERENCES
Prior to Buenos Aires 2004, the Section held its 20th Annual International Conference of Parliamentary Librarians in
Valparaíso, Chile. The conference was hosted by the Chilean Library of Congress, as a Preconference to the 70th Meeting of
the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) in Buenos Aires. Due to a change in format of the
Conference, to make the meetings shorter in time duration, the Research Meeting was held during the Preconference.
20th Annual International Conference of Parliamentary Librarians, Valparaíso, Chile, August 17th – 19th, 2004.
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Overview
The Chilean Library of Congress hosted the 20th Annual International Conference of Parliamentary Librarians, in the city of
Valparaíso, Chile, at the Library of Congress. Valparaíso is the seat of parliament, although it is not the capital of the country.
It is a maritime port city with a special flavour and colouring,, as the houses and streets climb steep hills that surround the sea.
The Preconference was held with the assistance of 78 participants representing 29 countries: : Argentina, Armenia, Australia,
Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Canada, Ecuador, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Netherlands, India, Iran, Israel, Japan, Kenya, Korea,
New Zealand, Peru, Poland, Czech Republic, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, European Union, United Kingdom, United States,
as well as members from the Chilean Parliament.
After registration, the Conference was opened by the President of the Chilean Senate, Senator Mr. Hernán Larraín and the
representative of the President (Speaker) of the House, Deputy Mr. Pablo Lorenzini. H.Senator, Mr. Larraín addressed the
audience on the importance of knowledge and information for legislative activities, and his concerns as parliamentarian.
The program continued with a round table with two Senators and two Representatives, moderated by the Director of the
Chilean Library of Congress, Ms. Soledad Ferreiro. The parliamentarians shared the world in which they must develop their
activities, how their role has changed,, and what it means to be a congressperson in a world of continuous change.
Mr. José Miguel Muga, from the Chilean Library of Congress continued with a presentation on how the Library approaches the
world and concerns of parliamentarians, strategic listening, working with the people and setting up teams of information
coordinators.
Lunch was hosted by the Chilean Library of Congress.
After Lunch, Mr. Alfonso Pérez, Director Adjunct of the Chilean Library of Congress presented strategic services of the
Library. The Territorial Information System, a statistical geographically referenced on line service, was presented by Mr. Juan
Carlos Utreras. On the subject of Citizen Information and transparency of the legislative process, the Legislative System was
presented by members of the library and committee secretaries; the Legislative Assistant was presented by legislative
committee secretaries, as well as the bill tracking system.
The activities were focused upon sharing experiences between users / clients of the Chilean Library of Congress and were of
great interest because of the opportunity for sharing experiences with members of parliament and committee secretaries, key
actors in the legislative process.
After visiting the Congress Building, the inaugural reception was held in the evening hosted by the Honourable Chamber of
Deputies, in the 14th floor, with a panoramic view of Valparaíso.
On Wednesday 18th, the Preconference continued with a presentation of the Global Legal Information Network (GLIN), from
the US Library of Congress, by Dr. Rubens Medina and Ms. Graciela Rodriguez-Ferrand. This Network is a cooperative effort
to have the laws of participating countries in a single database.
Following this presentation, a round table with participants from Latin America was held. Christine Coelho Paiva, from
Brazil; Christine Sushek, from Argentina, Segundo Soto, from Peru, Luis Oporto from Bolivia, Cesar Polit from Ecuador and
Guido Williams from Chile, shared their experiences with the audience. After lunch, invited by the Chilean Library of
Congress, the Latin American representatives met to generate proposals on a Network of Latin American Parliamentary
Libraries and an Association.
The meeting was moderated by Mr. José Miguel Muga and a major outcome of the Preconference was the creation of the
Association and Network of Latin American Parliamentary Libraries.
The Preconference continued with a round table with Legislative Committee Secretaries. Four Secretaries shared their
concerns and the support they request from the Library of Congress, with a future outlook and what would be the ideal services
and products they would need from the Library.
The closing reception was held by invitation of the H. Senate of the Republic of Chile and the Chilean Library of Congress, at
the 15th. floor of the building.
On Thursday 19th, the Section held the Research Meeting, brilliantly organised and chaired by Dr. June Verrier. The first
block of the day was “Case Studies and Management Strategies for dealing with the staff of Members of Parliament”. H.
Senador Alejandro Foxley, Chile; Priscilla Baines, UK; Dick Toornstra, EU and Donna Scheeder from USA presented their
experiences and outlooks.
Session Two was held on the subject: How can we be sure that the research we do is the research our Members of Parliament
want? Dr Jacob Warshavsky from Israel; Barbara McPhee, New Zealand and Charles Brown from Ghana made presentations
on this block.
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At midday, lunch was invited by the H. Senate of Chile, on the 15th floor of the building.
Session Three held was on “Meeting the research needs of Senators and Members – some different national strategies.” Mr.
Edmundo Serani, Chile; Ms. Yoshio Watarase, Japan; Ms. Yoo-Hyang Kim, Korea and Dr. Fereydoon Azadeh from Iran
were the participants in this Section.
Session Four was on “Innovations Update/Windows of Opportunity”, with the participation of Andrea Sampaio Perna from
Brazil and Gloria Sarku from Ghana.
Every session was followed by a lively discussion. Dr. June Verrier rounded up the Research Meeting and to finalise Ms.
Marialyse Délano, Chair of the Section, Soledad Ferreiro, Director of the Chilean Library of Congress, addressed the
participants closing the three days meeting.
During the three days there were 21 presentations as well as social activities to strengthen relationships between participants.
A major outcome from the Preconference was the initiation of an Association of Latin American Parliamentary Libraries as
well as an agreement between the Argentinian Library of Congress and the Chilean Library of Congress.

WORLD LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CONGRESS, 70TH. IFLA GENERAL CONFERENCE AND COUNCIL.
Buenos Aires, 21- 27 August, 2004
On August 21st. Marialyse Délano Serrano and June Verrier, the Chair and the Secretary of the Section, participated in the
meeting of the Co-ordinating Board of the Division of General Research Libraries, chaired by Cristóbal Pasadas.
On August 22nd, SC I meeting was held, at the Conference venue. Unfortunately, not known by the officers of the Section,
interested participants were not permitted to enter the room by floor ushers, so assistance was reduced to SC members and a
few other participants. Standing Committee I approved the agenda officers’ reports, discussed future elections, heard news
from the coordinating board, held a discussion of the strategic plans 2004-2005, considered reports by regional associations
and subjects of interest for future conferences. The IFLA booth schedule was among other issues discussed. During the
meeting, the officers stressed the importance of active participation in the Section and upcoming future elections.
On Monday, August 23rd, the Section held a program meeting on “Democracy enabling initiatives by Parliamentary Libraries”.
Margareta Brundin from Swedish Parliament, Ana María Pino, Chilean Library of Congress and Frank Kirkwood from the
Canadian Library of Parliament, presented papers on the subject. Some Parliamentary Libraries have outreach and citizen
information activities included in their mission and others develop projects that encourage citizen participation. Parliamentary
Libraries have an important role in getting the legislative process to people, in showing and teaching about the legislative
process and thus promoting democracy.
On the evening, the Section held its yearly dinner, at a tango restaurant in old Buenos Aires. Approximately 55 members
shared a lively and very animated evening.
On Tuesday, August 24th, our Section had three presentations with a discussion period. The major theme was the vision of an
outgoing Parliamentary Library Director, an incoming Director and an ongoing outlook. The presenters were: Priscilla
Baines, Director, Library of the House of Commons, UK, on changes, innovations from the point of view of and outgoing
Director, showing a consolidated parliamentary library; Soledad Ferreiro, Director, Chilean Library of Congress on innovation
and innovative services; Cristina Suschek, Subdirector of documentation and foreign information, Library of Congress of
Argentina, on “ The Library of Congress facing society”.
Thursday, August 26th was kindly hosted by the Argentinian Library of Congress. The programme was opened with
welcoming words by the Director, General Coordinator of the Argentinian Library of Congress. It was followed by a round
table with members from the Honourable National Senate, and then a second round table with members from the Honourable
National House of Representatives. After lunch, invited by the Library, the General Reference Director, The planning and
modernisation Director, the Culture Director and the Legislative Reference Director presented their services and activities. An
institutional video was presented, and the session was closed.
On Friday August 27th the traditional management workshop of the Section was held, at the premises of the Argentinian
Library of Congress, who kindly supported this initiative. The Management Workshop was wonderfully organised by Chris
Maia, Brazil and Keith Cuninghame, UK. The format of the workshops is to have repeat sessions of the same subject blocks so
members can attend more than one. The workshops are small, to strive for participation and active work, and are very sought
after by our members. They provide management skills, exchange tips, ideas and outlooks relevant to parliamentary libraries,
and members feel free to comment on their concerns in a friendly environment.
Session one, was held with the following leaders: Customizing electronic services: why and how to do it, by Yoonjung Kim
(Korea); How can we organise access to legislative texts to ensure our staff and users can find them? Using experience of
keeping track of the Brazilian code as a starting point. by Edilenice Passos (Brazil)
And Think tanks: what are they? Who are they? What do they do for our Parliaments?
Sandra Fine (Israel)
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Session two included: Ideas for interdisciplinary projects within the Parliament: working with other parts of the organization,
by Donna Scheeder (USA); From background information provision to research services: what makes a service 'research' and
how to deal with the transition, by Ellie Valentine & Clay Wellborn (Armenia and USA; and Think tanks: what are they? Who
are they? What do they do for our Parliaments? By Sandra Fine (Israel)
Session three was on Customizing electronic services: why and how to do it, led by Yoonjung Kim (Korea) ; How can we
organise access to legislative texts to ensure our staff and users can find them? Using experience of keeping track of the
Brazilian code as a starting point. By Edilenice Passos (Brazil); Ideas for interdisciplinary projects within the Parliament:
working with other parts of the organization. By Donna Scheeder (USA), and From background information provision to
research services: what makes a service 'research' and how to deal with the transition by Ellie Valentine & Clay Wellborn
(Armenia and USA)
Standing Committee Meeting II August 28th
The second Standing Committee Meeting was held at the Conference venue on August 28th. The meeting was open and after
the consent of the members present, the representative from Brazil briefly showed some of their services.
The main issues discussed were the coming elections, the length of the Conference which makes further participation difficult,
the need for active work and commitment from the members, and the upcoming Conference in Oslo.
C B II Meeting
Marialyse Délano attended the Coordinating Board meeting, chaired by Cristóbal Pasadas. A report on the coordinating board
can be found within the minutes of Standing Committee I of this newsletter on page 5.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been an important concern, both the length of the Conference, the reduced time slots for the Section and the required 100
Euros to be payed to HQ for the Preconference. All of this at a great cost to members who pay the institutional fees, the
attendance to the Conferences as well as the time consuming voluntary work to participate in the Section. Networking, sharing
and the greater organization as being part of IFLA are acknowledged as an asset and an important value, and our members and
attendees show interest and commitment to participate.
Marialyse Délano Serrano, Chair of Section on Library and Research Services for Parliaments
The annual report is also available at: http://www.ifla.org/VII/s3/annual/s3-AnnualReport04.pdf
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IFLA 2004: A REPORT FROM THE AUSTRALIAN
PERSPECTIVE, BY DR JUNE VERRIER
The International Federation of Libraries Association 2004:
Valparaiso, Chile and Buenos Aires, Argentina

Report on Conferences in

1. Scene Setting
The mood of Santiago and Chile is
cautious, conservative, careful but
there is a general air of confidence
in the face of clear evidence of a
country taking off economically.
There has been consistent growth
over the last few years. While
labour is cheap and live-in domestic
staff characterise lifestyle, trickle
down is apparent: those domestic
staff are buying their first car and
sending a first child on to tertiary
education, and so on. Chile is
regarded as the most stable of Latin
American countries and there is a
Santiago under the Andes
real prospect of closer relations with
Australia, not least on account of the
introduction relatively recently of an air link via Auckland (and a flight of 3+10 hours, a short hop
from the Australian perspective). By Australian and indeed contemporary European and American
standards, both Chile and Argentina appeared astonishingly homogeneous; a black, Arab or Asian
face was not to be seen on the streets of either capital or surrounds. The indigenous issue remains
one to be addressed in both Chile and Argentina. There is little acknowledgment of - or reference to
- the astonishingly highly sophisticated and ancient cultures that the Spanish displaced and, as one
radical member of the intelligentsia put it, they still only talk about ‘the Indian/indigenous problem’
behind their hands.
Argentina, by contrast, has a lighter feel. With its potentially very strong economic base, its history
has obviously been a roller coaster of highs and lows, economic success and economic failure - and
this is manifested in the grandeur of Buenos Aires. With an acknowledged population of 12.6
million, Buenos Aires is a vibrant city which boasts the widest boulevard in the world and is dotted
with majestic buildings, not all of which have been well maintained. The wealth of its art galleries
and museums, extraordinarily well
Tango in the streets
endowed not least of account of
some very generous bequests, is
another illustration of its history.
This fun city is one of stark
contrasts.
There
are
some
extraordinarily smart parts where
chic be-furred, be-coiffured women
promenade with their designer
dogs, contrasting sharply with the
very large dogs being exercised
very sociably in very large numbers
by maids and minders. There are
also streets just a block or two
away where the pavement are
pitted with potholes. Here, they
literally do tango in the streets (and
just about everywhere else when an opportunity presents itself) - and the Eva Peron story is alive
and well.

June Verrier
PARLIAMENT
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Also, on every day of our visit there were demonstrations of significant size, resulting in blockades
around the Congress for example, apparently protesting the level of unemployment (currently
estimated to be 16.2).
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The Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services Section of IFLA (PLRSS) met
in Valparaiso, Chile, for a three day parliamentary focused conference from 17 to
19 August before joining the main IFLA Conference in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
which ran from 22 to 27 August 2004. The Chile venue was the Biblioteca del
Congreso Nacional de Chile, the Library of Congress, in the new Congress built
by Pinochet in the old port city of Valparaiso but occupied only after his overthrow
and the return to democracy in 1990.
The old Congress building, an hour and a half’s drive away in Santiago, still
houses some library staff and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Perhaps because the
rest of government remains in Santiago and everyone still lives there, and also
because speeding offences on the road between the two have become an
occupational hazard, there is talk of moving the Congress back to Santiago. But
this would leave a monumental purpose built building a white elephant in
Valparaiso, something that others consider unthinkable.
Eva Peron’s tomb in Buenos Aires’s
famous aboveground cemetery

Two of the three days in
Valparaiso were organised
by the Parliament of Chile;
the third day, the Research Seminar, which has in the past taken place
in the context of IFLA itself, made up the third day and is PLRRS
initiated and organised.

Eva Peron’s palace and famous balcony

The Valparaiso program is attached at A; the selection of activities that
made up my Buenos Aires Programme is attached at B. The full IFLA
programme can be found at http://www.ifla.org/IV/ifla70/prog04.htm . (Note:
IFLA, which last year in Berlin was attended by 4,500 people and this
year by over 3,000, is divided into 45 Sections, e.g. National Libraries,
Research Libraries, Libraries for the Blind, Geographic and Map
Libraries, Science and Technology Libraries, Rare Books and
Manuscripts Libraries, etc. For these, ‘library’ is what they have in
common. For the Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services
Section, ‘parliament’ is the common denominator. Given that
countries (other than federations) have only one parliament, there is no national forum for this profession. Apart from the
ECPRD which has a somewhat different mandate1, and the regional meetings which flow from the IFLA connection2, the
meetings of the Parliamentary Library and Research Services Section in the framework of IFLA is the only opportunity that
exists for senior professionals in the parliamentary information, analysis and advice business to get together to share
experiences of working in the parliamentary environment.
As such, the Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services
Section is unique. It runs a very active programme some of
which attracts the involvement of non-Section participants, such
as this year’s Open Meetings on the theme of Democracy
Enabling Initiatives. Another illustration of the impact of the
Section and its work was the highlight this year of winning the
Newsletter of the Year award (layout design, Katriina Arte,
editing, June Verrier) which was presented before 2,000 people
at the IFLA closing ceremony. The award reflects not only the
wonderfully creative work done by Katriina on layout and
design but the substantial content the PLRSS has to report.3

This report provides highlights of the Chile programme,
highlights of the Argentina programme and makes a brief
comment on the politics of IFLA. These continue to be of some
A Research Seminar session, Chile
1

The European Centre for Parliamentary Research and Documentation (ECPRD) was set up in 1977 as a network to foster
cooperation and exchanges of information between parliamentary libraries and research departments in Europe. Information on
this service can be found at http://www.ecprd.org
2
There are six regional sections within the Parliamentary Library and Research Services Section. They are: Association of
Parliamentary Libraries of Australasia, Association of Parliamentary Librarians of Asia and the Pacific, The Association of
Parliamentary Librarians in Canada, The Association of Parliamentary Libraries of Eastern and Southern Africa , Conference
of Black Sea Countries and Nordic Parliamentary Librarians.
3
A reduced copy of the award certificate can be found at attachment C, the link to the winning Newsletter is
http://www.ifla.org/VII/s3/news/new0104e.pdf
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concern because IFLA attempts at reform to reduce the time taken for the conference are such as to preclude individual
Sections having enough dedicated time to do their focused business.
2. PLRSS conference, Valparaiso, Chile
Because this conference took place in a country only too familiar with the
experience of dictatorship, there was a strong under-current of appreciation
of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats that go hand in hand
with the democratic experience. There was also frequent reference to the
relationship between democracy, a strong parliament and the existence of a
parliamentary library and research service. This came through in
Argentina’ too, a country where democracy has also been sporadic and
where, when it has been under threat, the parliamentary library has been
seen as the repository and safe-keeper of the nation’s history and heritage.
The politicians who participated in the Section’s programme in both
countries made strong references to this point - the central place of the
parliamentary library in the democratic architecture. Indeed their presence
and active participation, in significant numbers in both places was
remarkable and may be seen as a testament to their recognition of this link.

Chile’s New Congress Building, Valparaiso

In Chile at least eight senators or deputies participated in the sessions and more in the extraordinarily warm and generous
hospitality offered. The particular value of their participation was the opportunity to hear from them - the client - about their
contemporary requirements of service of what is, to date, a library with an embryonic research service. A strong impression
left is of the value MPs in Chile place on information, through the existence of a robust and well resourced parliamentary
library.
The Chilean Parliamentary Library, Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile, is going through a period of major change. A
new Parliamentary Librarian was appointed a little over a year ago who is working to shift the emphasis of service from the
traditional and task-oriented to the outreach, client focused pro-active service which is designed to lift the usage of the library
by MPs from the current 12 by focusing the development of services to meet their needs. The Parliamentary Librarian,
Soledad Ferreiro, and her staff gave presentations on the strategies being used to do this.
In her introduction to the Chilean conference, she noted that this was the 120th anniversary of the Bibliotheca which now had a
staff which varies between 160-180 and an annual budget of $US 5 million. She welcomed the Senators and Deputies, the
representatives of the diplomatic community, academics and the press whose attendance illustrated the importance Chile
placed on this conference, and the ninety participants from thirty countries represented at this meeting. She introduced, the
President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Deputies who both made opening remarks.
They spoke about the increasing accountability of members of Parliament in the age of Internet, the need for greater
accessibility to legislation and more transparency in public office. They also spoke of the greater demands placed on
contemporary politicians and the correspondingly new roles they required the parliamentary library to play, providing broader
and deeper services offering, analysis, explanation and
advice.
Client Focus
In the second session, a roundtable with three MPs, Senators
Sergio Romero and Mariano Esquida and House of Deputies
representative, Andre Egana, some familiar themes came
through. These included trust, the importance of the role of
a parliamentary library in a healthy democracy, the
parliamentary library as a treasure not to be hidden but to be
used, and the importance of politicians basing their opinions
and their decisions on a sound basis of knowledge. There
was a strong focus, too, on the accessibility of the law
making process to the community and some later sessions
were dedicated exclusively to systems Chile is developing to
achieve this. The loss of respect for institutions including
parliaments and the showbiz quality of it all was another
Two Chilean Senators assisting Soledad Ferreiro (right),
theme coming from an MP of more than 40 years standing,
Parliamentary Librarian of Chile, to open the conference in
along with and the corresponding need to make politics a
Valparaiso
Photo from http://sdi.bcn.cl/ifla_en/fotos/
service. A newer member, of just 2 years’ standing, made a
strong point about the impossibility of managing the
avalanche of information available to them on all the many subjects on which they had to speak or take a position. For all this
availability, his thesis was the increasing need for experts to analyse and interpret the information.
Questions to the MPs included issues of the separation of powers, the potential threat to libraries in the internet age, access to
service by ministers, the perennial issue of partiality and the justification for the allocation of resources to a parliamentary
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library in a country where other priorities might suggest themselves. Answers included reference to the strength of parties,
more than governments for longer term vision, and the protection of democratic interests, the increasing need for assistance to
MPs, not less, in the times in which we lived and, again, the symbiosis of a strong parliamentary library in a healthy - and even
resource challenged - democracy.
There followed a paper on the techniques being used to listen to the client and turn the service around from the traditional
reactive library to a pro-active, initiating and supportive advisory service for contemporary MPs, themes which would be
developed more fully by Soledad Ferreiro in her paper in Buenos Aires. There were also presentations on the provision of
statistical information (economic, social, educational, employment etc) on the different regions, the Integrated System on
Territorial Information, and three papers on strategies to capture and make available to the community the law making
process.
Points made in the former included the conclusion that value in service was - no more and no less - value as determined by the
client. This meant tuning in to the client, the services they sought, their attitudes and inclinations, understanding their role and
what they sought to achieve - and promoting services of which they may not be aware and providing the necessary training to
use them. The objective is to develop and deliver usable information. Reflecting problems which many of us face attempting
to get this right, the legislative trio of papers which followed on Chile’s Bill Tracking, Legislative Assistant and Interactive
Help were described as a work-in-process still after seven years of effort and it was anticipated to be ‘100 by 2010’.
All presentation on day one were delivered in Spanish with simultaneous, but not always clear, translation. English language
versions of the papers are expected to be provided on the Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile’s site in the near future.
Networking
The theme for the second day of the conference was provided by a quote from John Donne: ‘No man is an island, entire unto
himself…’ . Presentations were made on GLIN, the Global Legal Information Network, and a pitch made for membership.
The presentations included information on the very impressive holdings of the Law Library of Congress which was established
in 1832, including the 50 of its assets held in other languages collected over the last 50 years. There are standardised
procedures for capturing data with the objective of ‘harnessing the power of cooperation with those sharing the same interest
and concern’ and holding the view that it is the duty of governments to share information on their rulings to the people bound
to abide by them.
A major system update is underway and will be available by the end of the year offering much greater functionality e.g. in
search and retrieve, a user-interface, thesaurus, multilingual features and usage data currently not available. Full text is only
available to members.
A map revealed that GLIN coverage is all through the Americas, the Middle East and some East European countries.
Membership is at no cost but apparently substantial effort. A private conversation with a senior Scandinavian participant
revealed that they had looked into it but rejected participation because of the amount of work involved. Others were sceptical
on the grounds of cultural imperialism.
The early afternoon session was reserved for Latin America delegates who met to consider creating a regional cooperative
organisation to join the six others which are linked into the PLRSS. This was achieved and remaining delegates re-joined them
for the final session of the networking day which was on the cooperation between the parliamentary library and the
Committees of the Congreso de Chile. The Committee Secretaries, some of whom appeared to have held their positions for
40+ years, also simultaneously hold professorships.
Like the session with the MPs, this one referred pointedly to the changed times, the greater demand being placed on all of
them and the correspondingly more significant role in support they expected the parliamentary library to play. Once again,
there was strong and long reference to the link between the development of a parliamentary library and democracy, the
difference between a traditional library and the role the parliamentary library is expected to play, its long tradition and
importance in the life and history of Chile, its status and the recognition it was accorded, and where it needs to be strengthened
for the future. This included in its inter-disciplinary approaches, its advisory/analytical role, the provision of processed
information for which timeliness was as important as reliability, and the inclusion of international comparative perspectives.
Critically importantly as well is the management of the anarchy of information overload
and the development of the capacity to respond speedily, briefly and on the basis of
expertise.
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3. The Research Seminar
There were some changes to the advertised programme including that in the absence of
Mr Karl Min Koo from Taiwan and Mr Alim Garga from Cameroon, who had both
written papers for the seminar, these papers along with others presented could be found
on the IFLA site at http://www.ifla.org. In addition, Barbara McPhee presented the
paper by Moira Fraser, New Zealand, and Mr Abhari, presented the paper submitted by
Dr Azadeh of Iran.
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Session one, Case Studies and Management Strategies for dealing with the Staff of Members of
Parliament, had four stimulating presentations from three of the largest parliaments and those where
MPs typically had large staffs, and one from Senator Foxley of Chile. Senator Foxley is Chairman on
the Finance Committee of the Senate and president of the Budget Joint Committee. He has a Ph.D. in
economics from the University of Wisconsin and was Minister of Finance during the Patricio Aylwin
presidency (1990-1994), former governor of the World Bank and the Inter-American Bank. He set the
scene about the life of a contemporary politician in Chile and where staff and/or the parliamentary
library could or should fit in.
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Chile’s MPs do not have access to the numbers of personal staff common in the parliaments of the
other speakers in this session. One result was a more direct relationship with the staff of the library,
on which a heavy burden was placed to assist them in their legislative role to better serve the people.
Once again, the message was of more pressure and greater complexity - and the need for quality
support because they simply could not do it all for themselves.
Priscilla Baines, the House of Commons Parliamentary Librarian, gave a presentation which echoed
many of the issues that have been identified in the Australian Parliament about MP staff management.
Budgeted for the first time in 1972, they now have funds for three staff, making a total of 2,500 and an
unknown number of volunteers. The mixed quality of the staff, the issue of the legitimate request,
demand management, staff training, etc - all these are issues common in this context. The preference
for access to desktop services, rather than people, was not.
Dr Dick Toornstra, Director of the European Parliament, painted a nightmarish picture of
Machiavellian style politics among 732 MPs coming from 25 countries creating 25 sets of
expectations on how they should be served and in 20 languages - all with the primary objective of reelection. Information is seen as a commodity, a means to an ends, and there is enormous competition
between national MPs and EU MPs. Euro MPs have a generous allowance for staff who range from
the personal assistant to the professor and among whom there is a high turnover. Time has become
the over-riding factor in everything and an attempt is made to differentiate needs. He noted, though,
that a staff survey had been conducted which produced the result that 63 of staff considered they had
very good research skills when in fact less than 40 of them had any formal training. One important
conclusion was the need to invest considerable resources in staff training.
All up, this chaotic EU scene smacked more of Alice’s Wonderland, where the Red Queen must run
as fast as she can to stay exactly where she is, than of an orderly and informed democratic
supranational parliament pursuing collectively the interests of its members!
Donna Scheeder of the US and newly appointed Director of Law Library Services at the Law Library
of Congress, put the importance of staff and staff relations in context by noting that 98 of requests are
made by staff - and that relationships needed to be such that as potential Members of Congress who
would vote on the CRS’s appropriations, they needed to be turned into advocates of the CRS’s
services. Key messages were to avoid oversell, identify staff with different needs and service them
accordingly (‘gold…silver…brass…pewter…’). It is also essential to acknowledge the staff turn over
and the need to train and train and train. Because Donna’s presentation reflects many of the issues the
Australian Parliament has identified in client services and developed strategies to address, it is highly
recommended to all staff.
For Session Two, How Can We Be Sure That The Research We Do Is The Research Members of
Parliament Want was addressed by Dr Jacob Warshavsky, Israel, Director of the Knesset Research
and Information Centre, Barbara McPhee, Subject Team Manager at the Parliamentary Library of
New Zealand and Charles Brown, Parliamentary Librarian of Ghana.
Dr Jacob Warshavsky reported that he has 40 analysts, post-graduate students with an average age of
31. These were highly motivated, enthusiastic and energetic, willing to work long hours and had
resisted the recent move to join with the Parliamentary Library to create a single information centre
for the Knesset. He proposed that ‘to be a bullfighter you must first learn to be a bull’, a theme that
was to be common throughout the presentations of these two weeks. Jacob also made the importance
of communication, the inevitable ‘noise’ in communication and strategies to manage it the centrepiece
of his presentation.
Barbra McPhee drew attention to some of the problems of a small research service just increased to
12. She spoke of recruitment and training issues - and addressed issues of flexibility, different client
capacity - and trust.
Charles Brown’s paper took its start from the proposition that feedback is important if we are to
deliver the service MPs require. He focused on techniques and approaches to handling feedback in an
environment in which robust feedback is obviously common. He sees access to timely, adequate and
well packaged information to be something MPs are entitled to expect and, correspondingly, MPs a
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right to complain when it is not. He focused particularly on the vexatious complainer and referred to James McDonald’s
‘Management Without Tears’ as a useful guide.
Session Three: Meeting The Research Needs of Senators and Members - Some Different National Strategies, was addressed by
Edmundo Serani, the Head of the Studies and Extension Department in the Chilean Library of Congress, Yoshio Watarase,
Deputy Director General of the Research Bureau of the National Diet Library in Japan, and Yoo-Hyang Kim, specialist in
information technology and scientific technology at the National Assembly in Korea.
Mr Serani spoke about targeted research, the production of balanced and neutral products, the need for specialist knowledge,
time pressures in parliament and the importance of the inclusion of summaries, anticipation and awareness of parliamentary
pressures and issues running. Knowing the MP, through programs such as the Outreach initiative was critical. Mr Watarase
reported on Japan’s commitment to respond to all requests within 48 hours, the brief limit of ten pages, the requirement to be
inter-disciplinary and the need to keep pace with the changing nature of MPs and of the demands placed upon them. Ms YooHyang focused on the development and delivery of a suite of electronic services to meet the changing needs of MPs and Mr
Abhari on the historical and contemporary place of the Parliamentary Library in the culture and politics of Iran.
In the final session of the Research Seminar: Innovations Update/Windows of Opportunity there were two presentations, the
first from Andrea Sampaio Perna the Librarian of the University of Brasilia, and the second from Gloria Sarku, Senior
Research Officer of the Research Department of the Parliament of Ghana. Andrea Perna spoke of the broader needs of the
Brazilian community in a situation in which in a population of 180 million, only 14 have access to a personal computer. She is
involved in the research Centre for Parliament and the community in the effort to develop a knowledge sharing culture in a
context in which knowledge is recognised as guaranteeing the quality of democracy and the means to fight social inequality.
Gloria Sarku took another tack and, being the last speaker in a long day, did not address her paper as such. Instead she picked
up the issues raised earlier by Charles Brown and proposed in a very engaging presentation that a major problem was that MPs
often did not know what they wanted and this could create great problems - including the genesis of negative feedback. She
provided some interesting examples and concluded that the contrariness of MPs suggested that we should turn the other cheek,
protect ourselves by ensuring we keep request records and, at the same time, make sure that we are always as responsive - and
proactive - as possible.
Lively questioning characterised all sessions and the chair summed up the themes coming through from the day to be:










the symbiosis between Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services and the fact of democracy
value in the services provided can only come from clients perception of value
the perennial importance of balance and impartiality - and perceptions of balance and impartiality
the importance of developing frameworks, rules and benchmarks for the delivery of parliamentary library and research
services
client staff management in the form of ongoing training is changing the focus of core business; ‘marketing’ has become a
responsibility for all staff
the importance and impact of technology and what it can do to improve the range, quality speed and accessibility of
services - and also the importance of awareness of its limits
the potential to learn from each other, big or small
the inevitable contrariness of the MP.

4. World Library and Information Congress: 70th International Federation of Libraries Associations (IFLA) General
Conference and Council, Libraries: Tools for Education and Development, Buenos Aires, Argentina
The Opening Ceremony of the Conference was held in the very grand Opera House rated to be among the world’s best. That
the President of the Republic was listed to be the main speaker (albeit replaced by his Minister for Education on the day)
illustrates the importance that Argentina, too, placed on this conference. Apart from serial sound transmission breakdowns
(apparently due to electrical breakdown in that part of the city) which caused interruptions managed with great aplomb by
IFLA President, Kay Raseroke, the conference went on to operate very efficiently and generously in the fine new venue of the
Hilton on the banks of the Río de la Plata.
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In her address at the Opening Ceremony, IFLA President, Kay Raseroke referred to
the advocacy and developmental work that IFLA was doing around its core activities.
She also placed specific emphasis on copyright law and its implications for the
profession - and the importance of freedom of access to information worldwide. She
also referred to the fact that IFLA was meeting in a part of the world which has had
its democracy threatened and where there was, consequently, a remarkable
understanding of the commitment to information and information being a defining
characteristic of democracy. And then there was some tango.
During the course of the conference from 22-27 August with Standing Committee
meetings on 22 and 28 August, the PLRSS organised a number of Section specific
activities. These were the two open meetings on the IFLA schedule itself on the
afternoon of 23 August (Democracy Enabling Initiatives) and the morning of 24
LIBRARIES & RESEARCH SERVICES FOR PARLIAMENT

(Changes and New Visions). In addition, the PLRSS spent a day, 26 August, in the Argentina Congress hearing about the
development and delivery of services in a parliament and a political system which had also recently been through the
experience of surviving through a period of dictatorship returning to civilian government in 1983. It also spent a second day
there, 27 August, running the Section Workshops on issues identified by members of the Section. For the rest of the IFLA
week there were multiple options for sessions as the overall programme illustrates and also more opportunities for tango, e.g.
at the Section’s dinner and at the Cultural Evening.
The thesis of Frank Kirkwood’s paper in the Democracy Enabling Initiatives open meeting was that libraries needed to
recognise and accept that democracy enabling initiatives were part of their mandate. Margareta Brundin proposed that for
democracy to work, the information base had to be there - and hence the role and responsibilities of libraries. Coming from a
country with a tradition of its Parliamentary Library also serving the public, and noting the unprecedented low turnout for the
last Swedish poll (80) and the last EU poll (37.8), she suggested that Parliamentary libraries, in particular, had to educate the
community, not least to its responsibility to participate in the political process - and vote. The third paper in this session by
Ana Maria Pino Yanez of the Chilean Library of Congress commended as a democracy enabling initiative the Citizens’
Consensus Conference (CCC) developed in Denmark in and used in 20 countries since, and explored the methodology of
implementation.
The Section’s second Open Meeting featured the perspectives of the retiring Parliamentary Librarian of the House of
Commons, Priscilla Baines, and those of the new Parliamentary Librarian of Chile, Soledad Ferreiro. The former is a very
useful reflection on the changes and challenges which have faced the industry over the years - in users, in technology - and
concludes that the development of subject specialisation has been the major source of strength. A firm conclusion, too, is that
technology is an enabler, a facilitator, a means to an ends and not an ends in itself. Priscilla proposed that, of itself, technology
does not add value; its what people do with it that adds value. ‘People are as important as they ever were - both staff and users
- and we ignore them at our peril…’. This paper is highly recommended to staff of parliamentary libraries and research
services.
Soledad Ferreiro’s paper traced the place of libraries in the development of civic society and went on to discuss the change
process she had begun to initiate in the Chilean Library of Congress ‘shifting from a world of objects to a world of
relationships’. This involves a rigorous investigation of the concerns, practices, traditions and values of the Congressional
community, a substantial effort to get inside the needs of the contemporary members of Congress and develop the most
relevant services in response and is also a paper of greater interest given the history of Chile’s parliamentary library.
Cristina Suschek of the Library of Congress of Argentina gave the third paper in this session and focused on the effective
management of information in a parliamentary library which also services the community, arguing that information overload
was as bad as censorship. Technology alone could not do the job.
The Argentina National Congress
For the morning of the day in the Argentina Congress, we were addressed by a panel of five Senators (see programme attached
at D). All spoke frankly and with great animation of the threat to their political freedoms and of the importance placed on the
parliamentary library through a very difficult political era.

Argentinian Panel of Senators

The Biblioteca Del Congreso de la Nacion,
Republica Argentina, (BCN) provides services to
the community as well as to the legislature. Its
community role is very extensive; in 2001 it was
awarded the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
‘Access to Learning 2001’ award for its efforts to
provide free and uninterrupted electronic services
24 hours a day. Once again, and on account of a
chequered political history, there was a strong
sense of mission to be the continuity/custodian, the
cultural reservoir of the nation/ the protector of its
inheritance in circumstances in which the people’s
political freedoms have been in question. This came through the presentations of the Senators who also made frank references
to the political troubles, the destruction of political records, the intimidation which drove one of them from being a political
science professor to be an interpreter, the loss of their way between 1976 and 1983, the missed opportunities with industrial
development, the destruction of scientific resources, the ideological restriction and political persecution and the restrictions of
citizens’ rights.
Reference was also made to the role the BCN played not only during the period of democratic shutdown but in the subsequent
process of constitutional reform. All the Senators who spoke also saw libraries as having an important role to play in the
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rebuilding of trust and the restoration of Argentina values. One innovation of which they were
obviously very proud was the BCN mobile library - taking knowledge out to the people and to
places with no access to such services.
The services provided by the library were described by directors. Argentina’s Congressional
library is achieving a great deal with technology and, like Chile, is increasingly seeking to
respond to the particular needs of its representatives. There is as yet no tradition of the provision
of a research analysis service. Argentina has not previously participated in the PLRSS but gave
a brief presentation to Standing Committee II in anticipation of making a contribution to next
year’s conference which will take place in Oslo, Norway.

6

PLRSS Workshops
The PLRSS Workshops have been designed to offer small, highly interactive opportunities for
participants to share information, strategies, problems and solutions and work through issues
arising in the development and delivery of parliamentary library, research and analytical service I F LA 2004: A R E P O R T
in the sensitive environment of national and state legislatures. Interactivity is the key; the value F R O M A N A U S T R A L I A N
comes from bringing to bear the perspectives and experiences of a wide range of parliaments at
PERSPECTIVE
every stage of democratic development. Because they are often a how-to-go-about-doing-suchand-such, for example Donna Scheeder’s Collaborative Projects session this year, they are the
part of the Section’s activities its evaluations reveal to be held in the highest regard as the most
practically useful for participants. The Section’s workshops this year were on:



Customizing electronic services, by Yoonjung Kim of Korea



Organising access to legislative texts, given by Edilenice Passos of Brazil



Think Tanks: What are thy? Who are they? What do they do for our Parliaments and can we
rely on what they provide, given by Sandra Fine of the Israel Democracy Institution



Collaborative Projects by Donna Scheeder of the CRS, and



From Background Information to Research Service given by Clay Wellborn formally of the
Wisconsin Legislative Bureau and Ellie Valentine of the Armenia Legislative Strengthening
Program.



All were given twice to enable all participants to attend both, rapporteurs were assigned to
each and a final session summarised the sessions. Rapporteurs’ reports appear in this
Section Newsletter on pages 20 to 24.

5. PLRSS and IFLA Politics
Details of the business of the PLRSS will be available in the next edition of the Section’s
Newsletter. Recalling last year’s discussion of the option to opt out of IFLA because of the
constraints it imposed on the Section, Marialyse Délano, the Section Chair, reported that PLRSS
was the only Section to achieve 2 x 2 hour timeslots in the IFLA programme to run sessions
focused on issues unique to its membership. The issue of the balance of Section specific time
and IFLA general business continued to be of major concern to the membership at Standing
Committee meetings this year. Three proposals resulted:



except in exceptional circumstances, e.g. the adjacency of a London to a Glasgow (2002)
and the attraction and interest of the House of Commons in a London which had to be
transited anyway, and possibly in the case of Durban, South Africa the venue of the IFLA
conference in 2007, and Cape Town, for cost and time economy reasons what has to date
been called the Section’s ‘Pre -Conference …’ should take place in the same country as the
IFLA meeting and, ideally, be assisted and in part hosted by the local parliament



to avoid paying IFLA the fee required for an IFLA pre-conference when this is entirely
organised by the Section most often with considerable assistance from and cost to the local
parliament, this conference should no longer be called an IFLA pre-conference but simply
the Annual Conference of Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services



what have come to be the PLRSS’s three specific work days - the local parliament day, the
Research Seminar and the Workshops day, should all be held in the confines of the Section’s
own conference before IFLA, leaving participants free to opt to attend one or both
conferences.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
There was a notable edge and energy to the
PLRSS sessions in both Chile and Argentina
perhaps not least because of the recognition
of the importance of the institutions they
represent in countries whose freedoms have
been threatened. Correspondingly, perhaps
because democracy, its institutions, its
instruments, are particularly valued in
countries which have not been able to take
these things for granted, their parliamentary
libraries are held in higher esteem than they
are in Australia, for example.
The meetings left very strong messages
about value, value as MPs see it - and value
adding; if Google et al is all that is on offer, parliamentary libraries will go the way of the dinosaurs.
In a number of countries where research analysis services have not yet developed, there appears to
be a real readiness for them because MPs needs exceed the capacities of ‘traditional’ libraries to
provide them. Thus one theme was the need to reinvent the role of libraries, as is happening in the
Chilean Congress library, to maintain relevance in contemporary circumstances, with the overall
goal of assisting not only a country’s elected representatives but also to interpret the complexities of
the world to the world.
Once again, notable was the commonality of the issues raised and addressed at these conferences,
whatever size or shape of service or parliament served - and in this is the value of these meetings.
Notable, too, as this year’s meeting in particular demonstrated, is the value of engaging clients,
Members of Parliament, Congressional Senators or Representatives, in PLRSS proceedings to
provide an opportunity to hear from them what is most required of contemporary parliamentary
libraries and research services.

Dr J R Verrier
Canberra
September 2004.

June Verrier
PARLIAMENT
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FROM AROUND
THE SECTION

NEWS

NEWS FROM AROUND THE SECTION
FROM THE EDITOR
I have tried to include developments both professional and personal which will be of interest to
Section members. Please let me know what is happening in your world so that we can all keep in
touch.
Once again, thanks to all who have contributed to this Newsletter and, in particular to Katriina Arte
for the invaluable assistance she continues to provide to me in my role as Secretary and Editor.
Dr June R Verrier

INFORMATION FROM THE INFORMATION OFFICER, GRO SANDGRIND, NORWAY
Appendices 1 & 2 list Standing Committee members and Section participants contact details.
Members can go into the list and change their own email
addresses. That is the advantage that was given us when we
switched to INIST in France. Normally people have to ask if
they want to be on the list. We don't automatically add them.
For those wishing to contact the iflaparl2 list to change their email address or to ask to join the list, send an
email to IFLAPARL2@infoserv.inist.fr. You will be asked for
your password. For first time users, a password will be
given. Follow the steps to the list, and update your
information. For members of the Section's Standing
PARLIAMENT OF NORWAY
Committee who wish to enter IFLAPARL to change
their email address they have to send an email to IFLAPARL@infoserv.inist.fr

Gro Sandgrind

Subscribers can also contact the listserv manager to ask to change their email address by contacting
Pierrette Landry at landrp@parl.gc.ca

ISRAEL’S PARLIAMENTARY LIBRARY AND RESEARCH SERVICES CHANGES
There is major change underway in the Israeli Parliament, the Knesset, in the organisation of its
information & research services for Parliament.
In 2000 an Information & Research Center (RIC), was created
separately from the Parliamentary Library of the Knesset to provide
research and analysis for individual MPs' and Parliamentary
committees with Dr Jacob Warshavsky as its head. In 2004 it was
decided to amalgamate all the information and research services for
the Knesset, including Archives, into one structure.
The new division: “Information & Research Division” includes 5 Units
(Departments) and a “Help Desk” section (“Hot Line” for short or
simple requests) is also headed by Dr Warshavsky. The Help Desk
functions as a central and single point of contact to all requests but
does not block direct access to the units when the customer knows what
he needs (i.e; research, data, information etc). Requests are recorded
on an on line database accessible by all units.
The Units are: Research Services; Information Services; Information
Technology; Library and Archive. Jacob advises that they are still in
the middle of an organisational study regarding job descriptions, the
number of people in each unit, whether to include the Editing
Department in the new Division, and other related questions.

Dr Jacob Warshavsky
KNESSET, ISRAEL

The study is due to be finalised by March.
Jacob Warshavsky, January 2005
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NEWS FROM SEOUL
Our Lively representative for the Korean Parliamentary Library Yoonjung
Kim sadly has left the Library to return to academia in America. She is seen
here with her colleague Yoo Hyang Kim, who presented a paper at the
Research Seminar. Her replacement is Anna Lee and we look forward to
working with her as we prepare for the Seoul IFLA conference in 2006.

SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT: NEW BUILDING, NEW REMIT
Some of you may have noticed that we were unable to attend the IFLA
conference this year. We had a prior engagement, namely moving into our new parliamentary building. This migration from
one location to another was also matched by a migration of functions in a reorganisation to meet changing needs.
New Building
Since 1999 when the Parliament was established, we have been occupying temporary accommodation in a number of buildings
in the centre of Edinburgh, largely clustered around the Royal Mile. Our Debating Chamber was in the Assembly Hall of the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland. Our administration building occupied offices formerly used by Edinburgh City
Council and our Committee Rooms were in a building formerly
occupied by the Regional Council. Some departments were in
Photos of the new building are available at:
buildings further afield.
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/home.htm
Planning for a new parliamentary building had been underway for
several years before the Parliament was first elected. The project, which formally began in 1997, was dogged by a series of
tragedies and difficulties. The architect Enric Miralles died in July 2000 and Scotland’s first First Minister Donald Dewar died
on 11 October in the same year. The eventual cost of the building was much greater than the original forecasts. The history of
the project has been well documented in a public inquiry report which appeared in September 2004. The difficulty for staff in
planning for a large scale migration to a new building against a backdrop of constant hostile press criticism cannot be
underestimated.
In addition, an organisational restructuring that took place in September 2003 saw the creation of a new directorate: Access
and Information. This directorate brought together the Security service with the Media Relations office, the Broadcasting
office and the Research and Information Group. The powerful philosophy behind the creation of this group was to enhance the
reputation of the Parliament. Much of the first six months of 2004 was in fact spent in internal reviews and reorganisation
within the Research and Information Group and the Security office. The role and function of the Security office was reviewed
against the need to manage a campus of buildings rather than a series of separate buildings and the need to make sure that
Security staff were equipped to be the welcoming face of the Parliament in our new premises. The Research and Information
Group undertook two separate but related reviews, the focus of which was to enable staff to meet the anticipated number of
visitors that we expected in the new building and to deal better with enquiry handling, particularly enquiries about the
Parliament itself.
The outcome of both of these reviews within the Research and Information Group was to recommend the creation of a series of
rapid response teams. We could have gone for a solution which would have created one central rapid response team through
which all enquiries would be channelled, but we preferred to preserve the specialist routes appropriate to different types of
customers. We have therefore established rapid response teams in four different teams: visitor services (for visitors in person),
public information (for written, telephone and email enquiries about the Parliament), media (for enquiries from journalists) and
SPICe (Scottish Parliament Information Centre) (for enquiries from internal users i.e. Members, their staff and other
parliamentary staff). Our definition of a rapid response enquiry is as follows:

7

They should be straightforward, factual, you can resolve it
yourself, it will take no more than 15 minutes and it doesn’t
involve an external phone call (i.e. to someone outside the
Parliament).

NEWS FROM AROUND THE SECTION

If enquiries cannot be dealt with by the rapid response teams they are transferred to a new Enquiry
Handling team in SPICe. In addition to answering the enquiries themselves or by consultation with
others, they are responsible for developing a knowledge base of standard ‘lines’ or chunks of
information which can be made available to the rapid response teams to enable them to answer more
and more enquiries for themselves.
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This reorganisation could not take place until we were in our new premises. By the end of August all staff had migrated from
all the different temporary buildings into the new premises and were together for the first time. September 2004 therefore saw
the implementation of a further reorganisation which split the Participation Services team away from the Research and
Information teams and into a new team covering visitor and outreach services. The Public Enquiry team became part of a new
team also dealing with corporate publications. Although the rapid response teams have been established, they have not yet
been able to settle down because new staff, principally for the visitor services team, are not yet in post. It is taking about 6
months from advertising a job to getting a person started in the post, so some existing staff are covering roles which they will
not be in permanently, and we have many temporary staff appointed to fill in the gaps.

7
NEWS FROM AROUND THE SECTION

The new building has greatly enhanced facilities for public visitors. There
is a new exhibition in a large public area, which includes a public cafeteria,
a Parliament shop and an education centre for school visits. Visitor
numbers are fully matching the forecasts that we commissioned
beforehand. Since the building opened to the public in September, we have
averaged 2000 visitors a day. The building is open at weekends as well as
during the week, whether or not the Parliament is sitting. The official
opening by Her Majesty the Queen on 9 October 2004 coincided with the
start of the Scottish school holidays so visitor numbers since that time have
been further increasing. So far as we can tell the majority of the visitors are
people who live in Scotland.

So the Research and Information Group (RIG) has now ceased to exist and the Scottish Parliament Information Centre (SPICe)
is back as an organisation name. SPICe comprises two teams: Research (20 people) and Information (25 people) and we have
moved into our new accommodation in the Canongate building.
Early on in the planning process we were asked what our principal adjacencies were. We replied that we needed to be on the
route that Members would take between their offices and the Chamber. We should also be near the Chamber Office, which is
where MPs go to put down a question to the Scottish Executive or to the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body. In this
respect our location is exactly where we wanted it to be. It is also, luckily, just about the closest office you can get to the staff
cafeteria and coffee bar! Unfortunately there have been a number of problems with our accommodation which has meant that
we are not yet able to run a full service. The main difficulty has concerned the shelving which was designed for us and did not
meet the specification. It will be replaced with purpose built library shelving but we do not yet have a timescale for this.
The subject of managing change is a popular aspect of management training courses. My recommendation would be that you
try not to have all your changes happen at the same time. If you do, you will find, as we have done, that it takes much longer
to implement the changes successfully because there is only so much change that staff can cope with at a time.
One aspect of our services which we have been able to launch successfully is the collection dedicated to the memory of Donald
Dewar. This is housed in a room in the Queensberry House building, designed by Enric Miralles to replicate his own study in
Barcelona. The room and the collection was opened by his widow, Benedetta Tagliabue, and by Donald Dewar’s children,
Marion and Iain, on 11 October 2004, the anniversary of Donald Dewar’s death. We have published a catalogue on CD and
also a guide to the collection, which is available on our website. We plan to introduce specialist tours for professional library
and information staff when we are also able to show them our accommodation in the SPICe area. In the meantime though, for
security reasons, the Donald Dewar collection is kept locked and is only opened by appointment.
We would be delighted to welcome IFLA Section colleagues to our new building, and look forward to seeing you in Oslo next
year.
Janet Seaton
December 2004

PRISCILLA BAINES
Priscilla Baines, the Parliamentary Librarian at the House of Commons, England, was awarded
the order of the Companion of Bath (CB) in the Queens’ birthday honours in June 2004. The
Parliamentary Libraries and Research Services Section would like to offer its congratulations to
Priscilla for this achievement and the contribution it makes to promoting recognition of the
importance of the work done by parliamentary libraries and research services.
Priscilla retired in December 2004 after 36 years with the House of Commons, the last three as
Parliamentary Librarian.
Priscilla’s successor is John Pullinger, formerly executive director of the Office for National
Statistics. The Section looks forward to the continuing participation of the House of Commons in
its work and to meeting with him in the near future.
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LIBRARIES AND ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, OCTOBER 27-28, 2004, A CONFERENCE
ORGANISED BY THE COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES (CIS) INTER-PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY
LIBRARY AND THE RUSSIAN STATE DUMA LIBRARY WITH SPONSORSHIP OF THE BRITISH COUNCIL OF RUSSIA.
The conference concentrated on the mechanisms and possibilities for citizen access to government information and the role and
responsibilities of libraries. Participating in the conference were librarians from many cities across Russia and different types
of libraries. From other CIS countries, the Parliamentary librarians from Armenia, Azerbaijian, Belarus, and Ukraine
participated as well as large delegations
from the Library of the Russian State
Duma and the CIS Parliamentary
Assembly Library. Special guest
speakers included the Librarian of the
House of Commons (Great Britain) and
the Librarian of the Parliament of
Scotland, former White House Librarian
(USA) and the Head of the IFLA
Committee on Intellectual Freedom and
Access
to
Information.
Other
organizations participating included the
Eurasia Library Assembly (BAE), the
Russian Library Association as well as
Russian commercial providers of
Four familiar Section colleagues, Irina Andreeva, Ellie Valentine, Janet Seaton, and
government information.
Priscilla Baines meeting new colleagues at the CIS Conference
A special focus session of the
conference for parliamentary libraries provided an opportunity for the CIS
parliamentary librarians to exchange practices and information regarding
collection development, special services to parliamentarians, and cooperation
with other libraries within their countries and internationally. Discussions with
Priscilla Baines of the House of Commons and Janet Seaton of the Scottish
parliament offered an opportunity to address some common management and
services issues.

7

At a reception hosted by the Consul General of the UK in St. Petersburg,
participants learned that the Honour of the Bath on recently been conferred on
Priscilla Baines by Her Majesty the Queen of England in recognition of
Priscilla’s service to the parliament and public of UK, as well as for her sharing
her experience with those in the international library community at such events
as this conference.

NEWS FROM
AROUND THE SECTION

For more information or conference papers, please contact Irina Andreeva andreeva@duma.gov.ru
Librarian of the State Duma of the Russian Federation.
Ellie Valentine

GRANDMOTHERS!
Margareta (Brundin) and Marialyse (Délano) were among Section members who achieved the particularly important milestone
of becoming grandmothers this year. All happiness to them and their families.

Elisa Jarpa Berguño
Born: 15 November 2004
3.320 kgs
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Anna Brundin, Margareta Brundin and Olof Oscar
Born: 10 May 2004
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IFLA CONFERENCE 2005: OSLO
NORWAY
LETTER OF INVITATION TO IFLA 2005 IN OSLO

21st Annual Conference of Library and Research Services for Parliaments
Oslo, 10-12 August 2005
Hosted by the Norwegian Parliament - the Storting

Dear Section Member,
I have the pleasure to welcome you to this IFLA pre-conference in Oslo. I hope the
program will suit many of you from parliamentary libraries and research services all over
the world.
The preliminary program is in the making and we will keep you posted. A web-site will be
prepared for release in January. The web-site will include information about the
professional and social program and links to useful information about Oslo and Norway.

Gro Sandgrind,
Parliamentary Librarian
The Storting Library

Gro Sandgrind
PARLIAMENT
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INFORMATION REPORT FROM OUR NORWEGIAN COLLEAGUE, GRO SANDGRIND
Oslo is the place for the next year’s World Library and Information Congress. This is the third time Oslo is hosting an IFLA
conference. The first time was in 1947, IFLA’s first post World War II meeting , the next was in 1975.
I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible here in my country.
The motto of next year’s conference is “Libraries – A voyage of discovery”.
The Section for Library and Research Services for
Parliaments decided last year to arrange pre-conferences in
the same country as the main IFLA conference.
We decided also that in future there be no gap between preconferences and the main IFLA conferences.
I am happy to welcome you to our parliament – the
Storting on 10 –12 August 2005 to our Section’s preconference.
The pre-conference will include a professional seminar on
an important issue to be decided on, a one day research
seminar and a guided tour in our parliament.
See our web site for more information on the Storting .
(Sorry about the Parliamentary Library not being presented
here.)
http://www.stortinget.no/english/index.html

Stortinget – The Norwegian Parliament

2005 is the year we celebrate our independence from Sweden. In 2005 it is 100 years since the dissolution of the SwedishNorwegian Union, important to both countries. The conflict was resolved in a peaceful manner in 1905, and reflects the
Norwegian policies for peace – an aspect of this can be experienced at the new Nobel Peace Center. The Centennial will be
celebrated with a number of events reflecting the past and expecting the future. The IFLA congress will be part of these
celebrations.
To follow you will find:
Attachment A
Attachment B
Attachment C
Attachment D

Preliminary Program of the Pre-Conference, Oslo 10-12 August 2005
Registration form Pre-conference, Oslo 10-12 August 2005
Registration form IFLA General Conference, Oslo, 14-18 Norway 2005
Hotels in Oslo – How to make reservations
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Gro Sandgrind
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ATTACHMENT A: PRELIMINARY PROGRAM - PRE-CONFERENCE OSLO, NORWAY 10-12
AUGUST 2005
Theme: Knowledge and information for Parliaments – a premise for democracy
Wednesday 10th August
1200 Registration
1300 Opening
Mr Hans Brattestå, Secretary General of the Storting
Ms Gro Sandgrind, Parliamentary librarian
1345 The need for knowledge and information in the parliamentary process
Two parliamentarians share their concerns
1500 Openness, transparency and democracy – the Norwegian model
A presentation by an external researcher on the situation in Norway
1600 Coffee
1630 Preparing the grounds for democracy
Ms Inger Figved, Head of Information and Documentation Department
1700 Guided tour of the Storting
“Norway 2005” – an exhibition
1900 Reception in the Storting
Thursday 11th August
0900 Strategic services offered by the Storting Library
Library - the portal and current awareness services for parliamentarians
Demonstrations
Visit to the Miniting – an interactive center on parliamentary activities.
1300 Lunch
1400 Cooperation between the Nordic parliamentary libraries
Representatives from the Nordic countries share their experiences of working together
Guided tour of the Storting Library
1900 Dinner hosted by the Storting
Friday 12th August
Research Meeting
Theme 1: Updated and reliable knowledge to parliamentarians - the main challenge for
parliamentary research services
Theme 2: The role of research services in the parliamentary process
Chaired by: Brit Fløistad , Norway and Marianne Bjernbäck, Sweden
Closing up pre-conference
Saturday 13th August
Optional: Picnic in the woods or by the sea - an alternative section dinner
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ATTACHMENT B: REGISTRATION FORM – PRE-CONFERENCE OSLO, NORWAY 10-12 AUGUST
2005
21st Annual Conference of Library and Research Services for Parliaments,
IFLA pre-conference 2005
Oslo, Norway, 10-12 August 2005

Please fill in this form and return by no later than 1 May 2005 to:
Ms. Rita Otterstad
The Norwegian Parliament
Information and Documentation Department
Stortinget
N-0026 Oslo, Norway

E-mail: infdok@stortinget.no
Phone: (47) 23 31 36 97
Fax: (47) 23 31 38 29

Family Name:
First Name:
Female:

Male:

Professional title:
Parliament:
Chamber:
Address:
City and postal code:
Country:
Phone:

Fax:

E-mail:
Special dietary requirements:
Other special requirements:
Dinner Thursday evening:
hosted by the Storting:
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World Library and Information
Congress 2005

Section Library and Research Services for Parliaments

Oslo, Norway, 14-18 August 2005

Registration
Form

Preferably register online via www.ifla.org (Preregistration deadline: 1 May 2005)

Secretariat use only
Reg. No.

One copy of this Registration form should be completed for each active participant. Please provide information as you wish it to appear on your
badge and in the list of participants. Please complete using a typewriter or block letters.

Title

Mr

Mrs

Ms

Family name
First name
Company/Organisation
Department
Address
Postal Code

City

Country
Phone (country - area - local)

+

Fax (country - area - local)

+

E-mail
Accompanying Person
Family name
First name
Registration Fees (tick category and fill in the 'amount to be paid’)
Before/on 1 May 2005

Code

After 1 May 2005

Code

No.

IFLA member

350 Euro

001

425 Euro

002

1

Non-IFLA member

425 Euro

003

500 Euro

004

1

Student*

200 Euro

005

200 Euro

006

___

Accompanying person

250 Euro

060

250 Euro

061

___

Amount to be
paid EURO

* Participants applying for a student fee should provide a copy of their student card or an official letter from the head of their university or institutions.
General Information
Is this your first World Library and Information Congress (IFLA)?

Yes

301

No

Are you an IFLA member?

Yes

302

No

If yes, what is your IFLA membership number?
Language preference

English 291

Social Programme

French 292

Spanish 293

German 294

Date

Fee

Code

Opening Exhibition and Opening Party

Sunday, 14 August 2005

included

101

Grand Opening of the National Library

Monday, 15 August 2005

included

102

Cultural Evening

Tuesday, 16 August 2005

included

103

Mayor's Reception

Wednesday, 17 August 2005

included

104

Library visits

Russian 295

No.

Please fill in the code (please refer to left page)
First choice

Second choice
SUBTOTAL TO BE PAID IN EURO

Registration information

Please return this form to:

Conference Secretariat WLIC 2005
CONGREX HOLLAND BV
P.O. Box 302, 1000 AH Amsterdam, Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 5040200 - Fax: +31 20 5040225
For questions regarding registration please e-mail to: registrationwlic2005@congrex.nl

p.t.o.

TOTAL AMOUNT FROM REVERSE SIDE

Last name
Country
Sightseeing tours
Monday, 15 August 2005

Oslo walking city tour
Munch Museum and National Gallery
Tuesday, 16 August 2005
Oslo Cultural city tour
Hadeland Glasswork*
Wednesday, 17 August 2005
Oslo walking city tour
Fjord sightseeing
Boattrip at Oslofjord*
Thursday, 18 August 2005
Oslo walking city tour
Oslo city tour Norwegian Navigators
Boattrip at Oslofjord*
Friday, 19 August 2005
Oslo walking city tour
Munch Museum and National Gallery
Oslo Cultural city tour
Oslo city tour Norwegian Navigators
Fjord sightseeing
Boattrip at Oslofjord*
Hadeland Glasswork*
Lillehammer*
Saturday, 20 August 2005
Oslo walking city tour
Munch Museum and National Gallery
Oslo Cultural city tour
Oslo city tour Norwegian Navigators
Fjord sightseeing
Hadeland Glasswork*
Lillehammer*
Pre-conference tour Norway in a Nutshell
Single supplement
Post-conference tour Norway in a Nutshell with Stavanger
Single supplement

Price
20 Euro
35 Euro
37 Euro
80 Euro
20 Euro
45 Euro
62.50 Euro
20 Euro
40 Euro
62.50 Euro
20 Euro
35 Euro
37 Euro
40 Euro
45 Euro
62.50 Euro
80 Euro
125 Euro
20 Euro
35 Euro
37 Euro
40 Euro
45 Euro
80 Euro
125 Euro
500 Euro
65 Euro
600 Euro
65 Euro

Code
210
211
220
221
230
231
232
240
241
242
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
270
271
272
273

* Please note that one tour is included in the accompanying person’s fee.
Tours indicated with an asterix are NOT included in the accompanying person’s fee.

No.

Euro

SUBTOTAL TO BE PAID IN EURO
(including first page)

Payment
Payment must be made in EURO. Please state your name and address clearly on cheques and money orders.
The total costs wil be paid by:
Guaranteed credit card, following details are required:
Type of card:

AMEX

VISA

Master Card

Diners Club

(no other credit cards will be accepted)

Card Number:
Expiry date:

/
m

/

m

Security code (last 3 digits on the back of the card)
y

/

y

Cardholder’s name:
Signature of card holder

_______________________________________________________________________

Remitted by enclosed bank draft payable to CONGREX HOLLAND BV, P.O. Box 302, 1000 AH Amsterdam, the Netherlands
(personal or company cheques cannot be accepted). Cheque no.
Remitted to CONGREX HOLLAND BV; ABN AMRO Bank, Vijzelstraat 68 & 78, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, acc. nr 42.85.81.854
of WLIC 2005 (Iban NL87ABNA0428581854, BIC code ABNANL2A, with reference: family name and WLIC 2005.)
Registration fees

All IFLA members, regardless category, will be entitled to register at member rates published. If you are not an IFLA personal or Institutional member, but are a
member of your National Library Association in Membership of IFLA, please contact your National Association or IFLA Headquarters for the correct
membership number which should be completed on the registration form.

Registration cancellations and refunds

Notifications of the cancellation of registration, functions and tours must be submitted before 1 June 2005 in writing to the Conference Secretariat, or via email
(registrationwlic2005@congrex.nl). For cancellations received before 1 June 2005 an administration fee of Euro 50 will be charged. For cancellations received
after 1 June no refunds will be given.

Hotel reservation Cancellations and Refunds Changes and cancellations of reservations should be made directly to Congrex Holland in writing only. If notification of cancellation is received in writing by the
Conference Secretariat before 1 May 2005 we will charge your credit card for Euro 50 administration fee. If you have to cancel after the deadline the maximum of
one night stay plus 10% of the total reservation costs will be charged. In case where the hotel is able to resell the room only 10% of the total reservation costs will
be charged. Please do not contact the hotel directly as all reservations are handled by the Conference Secretariat.
Disclaimer

In the event of force majeur, the World Library and Information Congress 2005 and/or its agents and/or Congrex Holland have the right to immediately alter or
cancel the conference or any of the arrangements, time tables, plans or other items, relating directly or indirectly to the World Library and Information Congress
2005. The participants shall not be entitled to any compensation of damages that result from such alteration or cancellation. Furthermore, with the exception of
any wilful damage or gross negligence committed by the World Library and Information Congres 2005 and/or its agents and/or Congrex Holland, the World
Library and Information Congress 2005 and/or its agents and/or Congrex Holland shall at no time be liable for any direct or indirect damage suffered by the
participants, including consequential and immaterial damage, caused by failure to comply with any provision of this registration form.

Signature ______________________________________
By signing I declare that I agree with the cancellation policies and the disclaimer

Date

/
( d / d )

/
( m / m )

(

y

e

a

r

)

World Library and Information
Congress 2005
Hotel
Section Library and Research Services for Parliaments

Oslo, Norway, 14-18 August 2005

Booking
Form

Preferably register online via www.ifla.org (Hotelbooking guarantee: 1 May 2005)
Title

Mr

Mrs

Ms

Family name
First name
Company/Organisation
Department
Address
Postal Code

City

Country
Phone (country - area - local)

++

Fax (country - area - local)

++

E-mail

Hotel Reservation
Hotels*

1st choice

2nd choice

3rd choice

Single room**
(NOK)

Golden Tulip Rainbow Hotel Stefan

1,190.–

Tulip Inn Rainbow Hotel Cecil

995.–

Tulip Inn Rainbow Hotel Europa

Double room**
(NOK)
1,490.–

1,255.–

Deposit
(Euro)
235.–

n.a.

235.–

1,345.–

235.–

* The conference secretariat reserves the right to book you into another hotel should the desired hotel be fully booked
** All prices are per room, per night, including breakfast and City Tax and in Norwegian Kroner
*** Price for a double room, single use
Sharing room with
1) ________________________________________
Please make sure that only one registered person books the hotel room. The person you are sharing with doesn't have to book a room.
In case you both book a room through this form or online we will have to charge both rooms.

Single

Double

Non-smoking

wheelchair accesssible

Early arrival
Late arrival
Section officers and Governing Board members are reminded that, although the official Conference dates are set at 14 - 18 August, the business meetings take place
on 12, 13, 19 and 20 August according to normal practice.
Date of arrival

/
( d / d )

Deposit

2 0 0 5

/
( m / m )

Euro

(

y

e

a

r

Date of departure
)

/
( d / d )

2 0 0 5

/
( m / m )

(

y

e

a

r

)

p.t.o.

TOTAL AMOUNT
FROM REVERSE SIDE

Last name
Country
Payment
Payment must be made in EURO. Please state your name and address clearly on cheques and money orders.
The total costs wil be paid by:
Guaranteed credit card, following details are required:
Type of card:

AMEX

VISA

Master Card

Diners Club

(no other credit cards will be accepted)

Card Number:
Expiry date:

/
m

/

m

Security code (last 3 digits on the back of the card)
y

/

y

Cardholder’s name:
Signature of card holder

_______________________________________________________________________

Remitted by enclosed bank draft payable to CONGREX HOLLAND BV, P.O. Box 302, 1000 AH Amsterdam, the Netherlands
(personal or company cheques cannot be accepted). Cheque no.
Remitted to CONGREX HOLLAND BV; ABN AMRO Bank, Vijzelstraat 68 & 78, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, acc. nr 42.85.81.854
of WLIC 2005 (Iban NL87ABNA0428581854, BIC code ANAANL2A, with reference: family name and WLIC 2005.
Wednesday

Thursday

Library

17 August 2005

18 August 2005

ABM-utvikling Norwegian Archive, Library and Museum Authority

Other

not applicable

301

Akershus University College Library

Academic & Research

not applicable

302

Asker Public Library & Baerum Public Library

Public

303

304

Frederikstad Public Library

Public

not applicable

305

Lokeberg Library

School

306

not applicable

Norwegian Broadcasting Company, the Library

Special

307

not applicable

Norwegian Nobel Institute. The Library

Academic & Research

308

309

Library Tours:
Please indicate your choice on the right page

Norwegian Patent Office

Governmental & Law

not applicable

310

Norwegian School of Management, Library/Learning Resource Center

Academic & Research

not applicable

311

Oslo Public Library

Public

312

313

Oslo Public Library, Grünerlokka branch

Public

314

not applicable

Oslo University College, Learning Center

Academic & Research

315

316

Ski Public Library

Public

not applicable

317

Statistics Norway, Library and Information Centre

Information Centre

not applicable

318

Stovner School

School

not applicable

319

The Directorate for Cultural Heritage, the Library

Special

not applicable

320

The Fridtjof Nansen Institute, The Library

Academic & Research

not applicable

321

The Labour Movement Archives and Library

Archives

322

323

The Library House

Other

not applicable

324

The Munch Museum. The Library

Art

325

326

The National Library of Norway

comprehensive general library

327

328

The Norwegian Institute for Children's books

Academic & Research

329

not applicable

The Norwegian Institute of Public Health, the Library

Medical

330

not applicable

The Norwegian Library of Talking Books and Braille

Special

not applicable

331

The Norwegian University of Sport and Physical Education

Academic & Research

332

not applicable

The Oslo City Archives

Archives

333

334

Tonsberg and Notteroy Public Library

Public

335

336

Ullensaker Public Library and Ask Public Library

Public

337

not applicable

Ullevaal University Hospital health Information Centre, the Library

Medical

not applicable

338

University of Olso. Library of Arts and Social Sciences

Academic & Research

339

340

University of Oslo Library. Library of Medicine and Health Sciences

Medical

341

342

University of Oslo, Faculty of Law Library

Academic & Research

not applicable

343

University of Oslo, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Science Library

Academic & Research

344

not applicable

Vahl School

School

345

346

Verdens Gan AS, VG Fakta

Archives

347

not applicable

Signature ______________________________________
By signing I declare that I agree with the cancellation policies and the disclaimer

Date

/
( d / d )

/
( m / m )

(

y

e

a

r

)

ATTACHMENT D: HOTELS IN OSLO – HOW TO MAKE RESERVATIONS
FOR PRE-CONFERENCE AND WORLD LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CONGRESS – 71ST IFLA GENERAL

CONFERENCE AND COUNCIL

Please make reservations for your stay in Oslo with the Conference Secretariat WLIC
2005.
Congrex Holland is responsible for registration, hotel accommodation, the organization of the exhibition, organisation of preand post- conference tours and the social programme, see
http://www.ifla.org/IV/ifla71/registration-e.htm

The normal conditions for hotel reservations for WLIC 2005 apply. You can find the
conditions on the website www.ifla.org or in the final announcement.
We have made a block reservation for delegates from the Section on Library and Research Services for Parliaments at three
hotels close to the Storting – see below. If you want to stay at any of these hotels you should make a reservation as early as
possible.
Please note: Reservations must be done in this way:

Do not use the online registration if you want to stay together with the Section
Complete the hotel booking form which is included in this Newsletter. Disregard the dates on the booking form. Hotel booking
covers the period 9-18 August.
Send the booking form to:

WLIC 2005 Conference Secretariat
C/o CONGREX HOLLAND BV
P O Box 302
1000 AH Amsterdam
Netherlands
Telephone: +31 20 504 0200
Fax +31 20 504 0225
E-mail: wlic2005reg@congrex.nl
with a copy to:
Ms. Rita Otterstad,
The Norwegian Parliament
Information and Documentation Department
Fax: (47) 23 31 38 29
E-mail: infdok@stortinget.no

NOTE THE DEADLINE – 1st April 2005.
After that date Congrex can not guarantee you a room in the preferred hotels.
1.
2.
3.

Tulip Inn Rainbow Hotel Cecil
Golden Tulip Rainbow Hotel Stefan
Tulip Inn Rainbow Hotel Europa

All three hotels are in the center of the city and within walking distance of
The Storting. (Hotel Cecil, 2 minutes, Hotel Stefan 5 minutes and Hotel Europa 10 minutes). Walking distance to the main
conference venues are 15-20 minutes.
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APPENDIX 1: STANDING COMMITTEE 2004-2005
2003-2007

2001-2005
Ms Irina A. Andreeva, Russian Federation

Ms Wafaa Ali Abdel Elah, Egypt (2nd term)

Federal Assembly of Russian Federation
The State Duma 1,
Orhotny Ryad str.,
Moscow 103265, RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Head Research Service
People's Assembly of Egypt
Majlis Al Sheab Str.,
P.O. Box 1183
CAIRO, Egypt

Tel: 095 292 9021
andreeva@duma.gov.ru

Tel: 20-2-354-0137
Fax: 20-2-243-3295
wafaa_abdel_elah@hotmail.com

Patricio Aranda-Torres, Peru

Ms Cristiane de Almeida Maia, Brazil

Calle 34 Norte #339 - Corpac
LIMA, 27
Peru

Documentation and Information Center, House of
Representatives,
Camara dos Deputatos
Anexo II
Cedi 70160-900
Brasilia DFF, Brasil

patricioaranda@hotmail.com
/ paranda@mindef.gob.pe

cristiane.maia@camara.gov.br

Keith Cuninghame, United Kingdom

Ms Marialyse Délano Serrano, Chile
(2nd term) , CHAIR

Director of Resources
House of Commons Library,
1, Derby Gate,
London. SW1A 2DG, United Kingdom

Head of the Department of Information Resources
Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile
Huérfanos 1117, 2 piso
Valparaíso, Chile

Tel: +44 (0)20 7219 6179
Fax: +44 (0)20 7219 0812
cuninghamekg@parliament.uk

Tel: +56 2 270 17 00, fax: +56 2 270 17 47
mdelano@bcn.cl

Karl Min Ku, China
Wojciech Kulisiewicz, Poland (2nd term)

Karl Min KU
Parliamentary Librarian
Parliamentary Library
No 1 Chung Shan South Road
Taipei 100, Taiwan

Director
Sejm Library
Str. Wiejska 4
PL 00-902 WARSAW, Poland

Tel: 886-2-235 85 668, Fax: 886-2-235 85 672
ly20003@ly.gov.tw

Tel: 48-2-694-2429
Fax: 48-2-694-1778
Wojciech.Kulisiewicz@Sejm.Gov.Pl

Ms Josephine Moesi, Botswana

Ms Eleni Mitrakou, Greece

Senior Librarian
Botswana Police College Library
P.O.Box 25001
Otse, Botswana

Library of the Hellenic Parliament
Parliament Building
100 21 Athens, Greece

Tel:(00267) 5336279, Fax (00267)5337528/27
jmoesi@gov.bw

Tel.: +30210 370 72 26
Fax: +30210 370 72 94
mitrakou@parliament.gr

General Library of Missouri
Both Upper & Lower Houses
600 W. Main St.
PO Box 387
Jefferson City MO 65101, USA

Librarian
Taehan Min'guk Kuk'oe Tosegwan
(National Assembly Library)
1 Yoido-dong
Yeongdeungpo-gu
Seoul 150-703, Korea

sara.parker@sos.mo.gov

Tel: *(82)(2)788-4103
Fax: *(82)(2)788-4301
chief@nanet.go.kr

Ms Donna W. Scheeder, United States
(2nd term)

Bernard Nzo-Nguty, Cameroon (2nd term)

Tel: 237-22-1131
Fax: 237-22-0979
nzonguty02@yahoo.com

Richard Paré, Canada (2nd term)
Parliamentary Librarian
Parliament of Canada
Parliament Buildings
Centre Block, 111 Wellington Street
Ottawa, Ontario
K1 A0A5
Canada
Telephone:
Email: parer@parl.gc.ca

Ms Gro Sandgrind, Norway

INFORMATION OFFICER
Parliamentary Librarian
The Norwegian Parliament
Stortinget
Karl-Johansgate 22
0026 Oslo
NORWAY

©

Ms Sara Parker, United States (2nd term)

Choi Moon Hyu, Korea, Republic of

Assistant Secretary-General
Assemblée Nationale
Yaonde, Cameroon

©

©

Law Library of Congress, LM 240
101 Independence Ave SE
Washington, D.C. USA
20540
United States of America
Telephone: NA
Email: dsch@loc.gov

N.K. Singh, India
Joint Director Research & Library Section
Rajya Sabha - Parliament of India
111-A, III-F, Parl. House
New Delhi, India
Tel: 91-11-23034733 and 24648848
nagendraks@sansad.nic.in

Dr June R. Verrier, Australia (2nd term)

SECRETARY
Head, Information & Research Services, Parliamentary
Library
Department of Parliamentary Services
Parliament House, ACT 2600
Australia
Tel: +61 2 62772470
Fax: +61 2 62772528
June.verrier@aph.gov.au

Telephone: +43 23 31 36 85
Email: gro.sandgrind@stortinget.no
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APPENDIX 2: SECTION LIST 2004-2005
institute/ name
Instiutions
People's Assembly of Republic of Albania, Library
Biblioteca del Congreso de la Nación

address

postcode

city

Kuvendi i Shqipërisë, Biblioteka dhe Kerkimi Shkencor
Adolfo Asina 1861

C 1090 AAA

TIRANA
BUENOS AIRES

Parliamentary Library, Department of Parliamentary
Services
National Library of Australia
Parliamentary Library of New South Wales
Bibliothèque du Parlement / Bibliotheek van het
Parlement / Library of Parliament
European Parliament, Parliamentary Documentation
Centre
Botswana National Assembly Library

Parliament House

CANBERRA

ACT 2600

Australia

Parkes Place
Parliament House, Macquarie Street
Rue de la Loi 13

ACT 2600
NSW 2000

B-1000

CANBERRA
SYDNEY
BRUSSELS

Australia
Australia
Belgium

B. Vansteelandt

Ms Jan Fullerton, Director-General
Rob Brian, Parliamentary Librarian
R. van Nieuwenborgh, B. Vansteelandt

Rue Wiertz, 60

B-1047

BRUSSELS

Belgium

Neil Murray

Dirk Toornstra, Director

GABORONE

Botswana

Gaone Tsitsi Pelotona, Librarian

parliament@gov.bw

Biblioteca Pedro Aleixo, Câmara dos Deputados
Biblioteca do Senado Federal, Praça dos Três Poderes
Library of the National Assembly of the Republic of
Bulgaria
Library of Parliament
Bibliothèque de l'Assemblée nationale
Ontario Legislative Library
Saskatchewan Legislative Library

Anexo II - Térreo
Palácio do Congresso - Anexo 2
2 Narodno Sabranie Sq.

A. Matlhaku, Clerk of the
National Assembly
Ms Marli Elizabeth Schreiber

Ms Marli Elizabeth Schreiber, Director
Ms Simone Bastos Vieira
Ms Margarita Angelova, Director

cobib.cedi@camara.gov.br
ssbib@senado.gov.br
mangelova@ntl4.parliament.bg
Parér@parl.gc.ca
psauvageau@assnat.qc.ca
vicki.whitmell@ontla.ola.org
mpowell@legassembly.sk.ca

Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional de Chile
Parliamentary Library, Legislative Yuan
Legislative Council Library

Huérfanos 1117, 2 Piso
1 Chung Shan South Road
c/o Legislative Council Secretariat, 5th Floor, Citibank
Tower, 3 Garden Road, Central
Trg Sv. Marka 6-7

Richard Paré, Parliamentary Librarian
Philippe Sauvageau
Ms Vicki Whitmell
Ms Marian J. Powell, Legislative
Librarian
Ms Soledad Ferreiro Serrano, Director
Karl Min Ku, Director General
Secretary-General

bmartin@sabor.hr

Knjiznica Hrvatskoga Sabora / Library of Croatian
National Parliament
HIDRA - Croatian Information Documentation Referral
Agency
Parliamentary Library, Parliament of the Czech Republic,
Chamber of Deputies
Folketingets Bibliotek, Arkiv og Oplysningstjeneste
Information & Decision Support Center (IDSC), Library,
The Cabinet
Eesti Rahvusraamatukogu / National Library of Estonia

P.O. Box 240
70.160-900
70.165-900
1169

Édifice Pamphile-Le May
Legislative Building, Room 409 NW, Queens Park
Room 234, Legislative Building

country

contact person

highest officer

email

Albania
Argentina

Zana Bufi

Zana Bufi
Domingo Arnaldo Bravi, Director
Coordinator General

library@parlament.al
dpt@bcn.gov.ar

BRASILIA
BRASILIA
SOFIA

D.F.
D.F.

Brazil
Brazil
Bulgaria

OTTAWA
QUEBEC
TORONTO
REGINA

Ontario K1A 0A9
Québec G1A 1A3
Ontario M7A 1A9
Saskatchewan S4S
0B3

Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada

SANTIAGO
TAIPEI
HONG KONG
10000

prov/state/code

100 Taiwan

Pierrette Landry
Ms Marian J. Powell

Head, Research and Library
Services
Ms Branka Martincic

10000

ZAGREB

Croatia

Snemovní 4

118 26

PRAGUE

1

Czech Republic

Karel Sosna, Director

sosna@psp.cz

Christiansborg
(1 Maglis Al-Shaabe Street) P.O. Box 191

DK-1240
11582

COPENHAGEN
CAIRO

K
El-Kasr El-Einy

Denmark
Egypt

Ms Hanne Rasmussen
Keity George, Librarian

fbo@folketinget.dk
library@idsc.net.eg

TALLINN

15189

Estonia

Ms Tiiu Valm, Director General

nlib@nlib.ee / tiiu.valm@nlib.ee

Ms Tuula H. Laaksovirta, Chief
Librarian
Jean-Antoine Milogo, Directeur du
Projet NORIA
Ms Marga Coing, Ministerialrätin,
Leiterin der Bibliothek
Charles M. Brown, Librarian
Ms Euridice Abadjis

kirjasto@eduskunta.fi

János Ambrus, General Director

haraszti@ogyk.hu

K.G. Tyagi, Executive Director
Ms Noemi Kimhi, Director
Ms Barbara Cartocci
Sandro Bulgarelli / Ms Renata
Giannella, Consigliere parl.
Takao Kurosawa, Librarian
Director: Ms Rosa A. Berdigalieva

sifria2@netvision.net.il
cartocci_b@camera.it
s.bulgarelli@senato.it /
r.giannella@senato.it
kokusai@ndl.go.jp
nlrk@ok.kz/ bark@.freenet.kz

Eman Ahmed Mansour, Head
of Acquisition Department
Ms Tiiu Valm, Director
General

FIN-00102

HELSINKI

Finland

235, boulevard Saint-Germain

75007

PARIS

France

Ms Corinne Bruelle

Platz der Republik 1

D-11011

BERLIN

Germany

Ms Marga Coing

Parliament of Ghana, The Library
Library of the Greek Chamber of Deputies / Bibliothèque
de la Chambre des Députés Greque
Országgyülési Könyvtár / Library of the Hungarian
Parliament

Parliament House
Parliament Building

ACCRA
ATHENS

Ghana
Greece

Charles M.Brown

10021

(Kossuth Lajos tér 1-3) P.O. Box 4

H-1357

BUDAPEST

Hungary

Ms Katalin Haraszti, Head of
Department information
Office

Lok Sabha / Parliament Library
Library of the Knesset, Parliament of Israel
Biblioteca della Camera dei Deputati
Biblioteca del Senato della Republica

Parliament House
Hakirya
Via del Seminario 76
Palazzo Madama

NEW DELHI
JERUSALEM
ROME
ROME

110 001

91999
186
186

National Diet Library
National Library of the Republic of Kazakhstan

1-10-1 Nagata-cho, Chiyoda-ku
14 Abay Avenue

TOKYO
ALMATY

100-8924

480013

Japan
Kazakstan

National Assembly Library
Saeima (Parliament) of the Republic of Latvia, Library

1 Yoido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu
11 Jekaba Street

SEOUL
RIGA

150-703
LV 1811

Korea, Republic of
Latvia

Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, Dienst
Informatievoorziening
Bibliotheek Universiteit Leiden (Universiteitsbibliotheek)
Association of Parliamentary Libraries of Australasia
Parliamentary Library

(Plein2) P.O. Box 20018

2500 EA

THE HAGUE

Netherlands

(Witte Singel 27) P.O. Box 9501
c/o Parliamentary Library, Parliament Buildings
Parliament Buildings

2300 RA

LEIDEN
WELLINGTON
WELLINGTON

Netherlands
New Zealand
New Zealand

Stortingsbiblioteket / Library of the Norwegian
Parliament
Norwegian Archive, Library and Museum Authority

Stortinget

N-0026

OSLO

Norway

P.O. Box 8145 Dep.

N-0033

OSLO

Norway

Assemblée parlementaire de la francophonie - Projet
NORIA
Deutscher Bundestag Bibliothek
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sferreiro@bcn.cl
ly2003@ly.gov.tw
lwchan@legco.gov.hk

(Trg m. Tita 3) P.O. Box 327

Library of Parliament

Croatia

Ms Margarita Angelova

rob.brian@parliament.nsw.gov.au
bibliotheque@lachambre.be /
bibliotheek@dekamer.be
contactpoint@europarl.eu.int

Ms Branka Martincic, Head of the
Library
Ms Neda Erceg, Director

Tònismägi 2

ZAGREB

Chile
China
China

library@aph.gov.au

India
Israel
Italy
Italy

LIBRARIES & RESEARCH SERVICES FOR PARLIAMENT

Ms Barbara Cartocci

Secretary: Ms Marina N.
Yablonskaya

J.C. Keukens, Deputy Head
of Information Services
President
Ms Moira Fraser

Leikny Haga Indergaard,
Director

ured@hidra.hr

noria@apf-fr.org
bibliothek@bundestag.de
library@parliament.gh

Ho-Young Chung, Chief Librarian
Ms Anita Dudina, Director of
Information Department
A.J.B. Hubert, Head of Information
Services
P.W.J.L. Gerretsen
President: Moira Fraser
Ms Moira Fraser, Parliamentary
Librarian
Gro Sandgrind

cdc01@nanet.go.kr
adudina@saeima.lv

Jon Birger Ostby, Director General

post@abm-utvikling.no

cip3000@tk.parlement.nl
Secretariaat@library.leidenuniv.nl
moira.fraser@parliament.govt.nz
moira.fraser@parliament.gov.nz /
frances.dawson@parliament.govt.nz
biblioteket.postmottak@stortinget.no

institute/ name
Biblioteca del Congreso de la Republica del Peru
Congressional Library Bureau
Biblioteka Sejmowa / The Sejm Library
Kancelaria Senatu
Assembleia Legislativa Regional da Madeira
Assembleia da Republica
Federal Assembly, Parliament of the Russian Federation,
Parliamentary Library
King Fahad National Library
Majlis Ash-Shura Library, The Consultative Council
Národná rada Slovenskej republiky / National Council of
the Slovak Republic
National Assembly of the Republic of Slovenia
Library of Parliament RSA
Parlament de Catalunya Biblioteca
Asamblea de Madrid, Biblioteca
Dirección de Estudios y Documentación del Congreso de
los Diputados
Biblioteca del Senado
Cortes de Aragon, Servicio de Biblioteca, Archivo y
Fondo Antiguo
Eusko Legebiltzarra, Parlamento Vasco, Biblioteca
Parlamento de Canarias, Servicio de Documentación,
Biblioteca y Archivo
Parlamento de Cantabria, Servicio de Biblioteca,
Documentacion y Archivo
Parlamento de Andalucía, Servicio de Biblioteca
Biblioteca Corts Valencianas
Riksdagsbiblioteket / Library of the Swedish Parliament
Union Interparlementaire / Inter-Parliamentary Union
United Nations Library at Geneva
Dokumentationszentrale der Bundesversammlung
Bibliothèque centrale du Parlement et de l'administration
fédérale (BCPAF)
National Assembly Academic Services Bureau, Secretariat
of the House of Representatives
Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisi Kütüphane ve
Dokümantasyon Merkezi (Turkish Grand National
Assembly, Library & Documentation Center)
House of Commons, Library
House of Lords Library
Scottish Parliament Information Centre
University of Aberdeen, Directorate of Information
Systems and Services
Northern Ireland Assembly, Research and Library
Services
Library of Congress, Office of the Associate Librarian for
Library Services
National Assembly of Zambia, Parliamentary Library

address
Plaza Bolivar s/n
House of Representatives, National Government
Center
Ul. Wiejska 4/6
Wiejska str. 6
Avenida das Comunidades Madeirenses
Biblioteca, Palacio de Sao Bento
Okhotny Riad 1

postcode

city
LIMA
QUEZON CITY

PL 00-902
PL 00-902
9000
1249
103 265

WARSAW
WARSAW
FUNCHAL
LISBON
MOSCOW

P.O. Box 7572
P.O. Box 63393

RIYADH
RIYADH

c/o Parliamentary Library, Mudronova 1

812 80

BRATISLAVA

Subiceva 4

SI-1000

LJUBLJANA

P.O. Box 18
Parc de la Ciutadella, 2/n
Pza. de la Asamblea de Madrid, 1
Floridablanca s/n

8003
28018
28014

CAPE TOWN
BARCELONA
MADRID
MADRID

Plaza de la Marina Española no. 8
Palacio de la Aljaferia

28071
50071

MADRID
ZARAGOZA

Becerro de Bengoa s/n
c/ Teobaldo Power no.5

1005
38071

VITORIA-GASTEIZ
SANTA CRUZ

c/ Alta 31-33

39008

SANTANDER

c/ Andueza s/n
c/ Libertad, 10
Chemin du Pommier 5

41009
46003
S-100 12
CH-1218

Palais des Nations

CH-1211

SEVILLA
VALENCIA
STOCKHOLM
LE GRANDSACONNEX
GENEVA

Bundeshaus West

CH-3003
CH-3003

BERNE
BERNE

6543

ANKARA

U-Thong Nai Road, Dusit District

BANGKOK

Bakanliklar

c/o Parliament Headquarters, George IV Bridge
Queen Mother Library, Meston Walk

1 Derby Gate

LONDON
LONDON
EDINBURGH
ABERDEEN

Room 435, Parliament Buildings, Stormont Estate

BELFAST

B-1000

BRUSSELS

LONDON

P.O. Box 1310
328 Frank Street
Promenade (LOP), 151 Sparks Street, Room 506

GABORONE
OTTAWA
OTTAWA

33 Zhongguancun Street (S)
31, rue de Chabrol

75010

c/o Herder-Institut, -Bibliothek-, Gisonenweg 5-7

D-35037

B.P. 1788

BEIJING
PARIS

email
bibliojf@congreso.gob.pe
houselib@portaline.com

Poland
Poland
Portugal
Portugal
Russian Federation

Wojciech Kulisiewicz
Andrzej Dziubecki
Isabel Botelho da Costa
Jose Luis Tome

Wojciech Kulisiewicz, Director
Adam Witalec

parlib@sejm.gov.pl
senat@nw.senat.gov.pl

Rui Costa
Ms Irina A. Andreeva, Director

bib@ar.parlamento.pt
rpbib@glas.apc.org

Ali S. Sowaine, General Director
Abdulrahman Al-Sarra, Library
director
Ms Georgína Gadusová

info@kfnl.gov.sa

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia
Ms Eva Malackova

Slovenia

Ms Natasa Glavnik

South Africa
Spain
Spain
Spain

Albert Ntunja

Ms Natasa Glavnik, Head of the
Documentation & Library
Albert Ntunja, Chief Librarian
Ms Inés Montobbio
Joaquín Manrique Mayor

rosario.herrero@senado.es
mpelegrin@cortesaragon.es

de Tenerife

Spain
Spain

Adoni Iturbe Mach
Araceli Gonzalez Anton, Jefa

iturbe@parlam.euskadi.net
agonzalez@parcan.es

Cantabria

Spain

Mª Felisa Gallo Ruiz

Genève

Spain
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

Ms Amparo Aguilar
Ms Eva Falk
Ms Luisa Ballin

10

Switzerland

10300

biblioteca@parlamento-and.es
bib_corts@gva.es
biblioteket@riksdagen.se
postbox@mail.ipu.org

Switzerland
Switzerland

Carmen Jiménez-Castellanos
Enrique Soriano
Ms Margareta Brundin
Anders B. Johnsson, Secretary
General
Pierre Le Loarer, Chief Librarian/Ms
Ruth Hahn-Weinert, Chief
Ernst Frischknecht
c/o Charles Pfersich

Thailand

Secretary General

rlib2l@parcy.parliament.go.th

Turkey

Ismet Baydur, Director

ibaydur@tbmm.gov.tr /
library@tbmm.gov.tr

Ontario K2P 0X8
Ontario K1A 0A9

Ms Priscilla Baines, Librarian
D.L. Jones (Librarian)
Ms Janet Seaton
Graham Pryor, Director

cuninghamekg@parliament.uk
hllibrary@parliament.uk
spice@scottish.parliament.uk
library@abdn.ac.uk

United Kingdom

Robert Barry

aaron.hunter@niassembly.gov.uk

Zambia

United Kingdom

Jules Winterton

John Power, Head of Research &
Library Services
Ms Deanna Marcum, Associate
Librarian for Library Services
Ms Tembi Chalabesa-Mtine, Chief
Librarian
Ms Ekaterina Nikonorova, Director
General
President: Jules Winterton

Belgium

Secretary: Wouter Bracke

Chairman: Frank Daelemans

wouter.bracke@kbr.be

Botswana
Canada
Canada

Secretary: Peter Tshukudu
Don Butcher
Secretary: Ms Lynn Brodie

Chairperson: Lesego Ramore
Executive Director: Don Butcher
President: Ms Sandra Perry

lramore@bca.bw
info@cla.ca
brodil@parl.gc.ca

China
France

President: Zhou Hoping
President: Gilles Eboli

ztxhmsc@publicf.nlc.nov.cn
abf@abf.asso.fr

President: Jürgen Warmbrunn

warmbrun@staff.uni-marburg.de /
e.salz@fz-juelich.de
diallo32001@yahoo.fr

United States

Sergej Kazantsev

MARBURG

Germany
Guinea

Mamadou III Djallo

President: Baba Cheick Sylla

Iceland

Ms Thordis T. Thorarinsdottir

President: Ms Thordis T. Thorarinsdottir

Italy

Secretary: Marco Cupellaro

President: Miriam Scarabò

108

REYKJAVIK

100

ROME

A.D.

ernst.frischknecht@pd.admin.ch
info-epzb@bk.admin.ch

Keith Cuninghame
P.G. Davis (Deputy Librarian)
Ms Janet Seaton
Ms Carole Munro, Librarian

CONAKRY

Lagmuli 7

100081

leneman@ties.itu.int

United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

Russian Federation
WC1B 5DR

sbad@parlamento-cantabria.es

Secretary: Qiu Dongjiang
Secretary General: JeanFrançois Jacques
Contact Person: Ms Edith Salz

Casella Postale 2461

gadugeor@ncsr.sk /
malaceva@ncsr.sk
natasa.glavnik@dz-rs.si

Ms Rosario Herrero Gutiérrez
Ms T. Pelegrin Colomo

10101

c/o Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, 17 Russell
Square
4 boulevard de l'Empereur

highest officer
Segundo Soto
Ms Maria Fe S. Abeleda-Robles

Spain
Spain

WASHINGTON

International Association of Law Libraries (IALL)

contact person
Segundo Soto

antunja@parliament.gov.za
imontobbio@parlament-cat.es
egonzalez@asambleamadrid.es
rosa.grau@sgral.congreso.es

LUSAKA
MOSCOW
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8000
1

Parliament Buildings, P.O. Box 31299
119992

country
Peru
Philippines

Slovakia

LM 642

c/o Russian State Library, 3/5 Vozdvizhenka

Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Spezialbibliotheken e.V.,
Geschäftsstelle
Association Nationale des Bibliothécaires, Archivistes,
Documentalistes et Muséographes (ANMBAD-Guinée)
Information - the Icelandic Library and Information
Science Association
Associazione Italiana Biblioteche

11472
11516

SW1A 2DG
SW1A 0PW
EH99 1SP
AB24 3UE
Scotland
BT4 3XX Northern
Ireland
D.C. 20540-4000

Library Assembly of Euroasia (LAE)

Archives et Bibliothèques de Belgique/Archief- en
Bibliotheekwezen in België (asbl/vzw)
Botswana Library Association
Canadian Library Association
Association of Parliamentary Librarians in Canada /
Association des Bibliothécaires Parlementaires au Canada
China Society for Library Science (CSLS)
Association des Bibliothécaires Français

prov/state/code
1

LIBRARIES & RESEARCH SERVICES FOR PARLIAMENT

dmarcum@loc.gov
tcmtine@zamnet.zm
mbs@rsl.ru / intl@rsl.ru
julesw@sas.ac.uk

upplysing@bokis.is /
thordis@ismennt.is
aib@aib.it / cupellaro.aib.it

institute/ name
Japan Library Association

address
1-11-14 Shinkawa Chuo-ku

postcode

city
TOKYO

Russian Library Association

18 Sadovaja Street

191 069

ST PETERSBURG

Svensk Biblioteksförening / Swedish Library Association

Box 3127

SE-103 62

STOCKHOLM

Cilip - the Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals
American Association of Law Libraries
American Library Association
Special Libraries Association (SLA)

7 Ridgmount Street

LONDON

WC1E 7AE

United Kingdom

Ms Jill Martin

53 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 940
50 East Huron Street
1700 Eighteenth Street, N.W

CHICAGO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON

Illinois 60604
Illinois 60611
D.C. 20009

United States
United States
United States

Ms Susan E. Fox
Executive Director: Keith Fiels
Ms Cynthia Hill

OTTAWA

Ontario K1S 3M6

Canada

OTTAWA
N' DJAMENA
ESPOO
BONN
HAMBURG

Ontario K1S 2V4

Canada
Chad
Finland
Germany
Germany

frankirk@sympatico.ca
tplissengar@yahoo.fr
eeva-maija.tammekan@kolumbus.fi
ak.wolfgangdietz@t-online.de
christine.wellems@bk.hamburg.de

Sri Lanka
Netherlands
Peru

russell@slt.lk

Personal Affliates
Ms Pamela M.DRAGOVICH
Erik J.SPICER
Francis T.KIRKWOOD
Plissengar TINLENGAR
Ms Eeva-Maija TAMMEKANN
W.DIETZ
Ms Christine W.WELLEMS
Russell BOWDEN
Page BOKHAUZ
Patricio ARANDA-TORRES
Ms Jane Ann LINDLEY
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c/o United States Department of State, Regional
Program Office, Schmidgasse 14
Parliamentary Librarian Emeritus, 300 Queen
Elizabeth Driveway, #2A
Kirkwood Professional, 21A Broadway Avenue
BP 01
Itätuulenkuja 1 C 56
Am Wolfsbach 50
c/o Bürgerschaft der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg
Parlamentarische Informationsdienste, Postfach
100902
115/1 Parakum Mawatha Bangalawatte
Kersengaarde 259
Calle 34 Norte #339 - Corpac
c/o Weill Cornell Medical College, Distributed
eLibrary, P.O. Box 24144

A-1082

FIN-02100
53229
D-20006

2272 NE

prov/state/code
104-0033

Russian Federation

DOHA

contact person
Secretary General: Kaname
Matsuoka
Executive Secretary: Ms
Maya Shaparneva

Sweden

VIENNA

KOTTAWA
VOORBURG
LIMA

country
Japan

Austria

27

Qatar

LIBRARIES & RESEARCH SERVICES FOR PARLIAMENT

highest officer
Chairman: Satoru Takeuchi

email
info@jla.or.jp

President: Vladimir N. Zaitsev

rba@nlr.ru

President: Ms Eva Hesselgren
Mortensen
Chief Executive: Bob McKee
Executive Director: Ms Susan E. Fox
President: Carol Brey-Casiano
Executive Director: Ms Janice
Lachance

ic@cilip.org.uk
sfox@aall.org
kfiels@ala.org
sla@sla.org

dragovichp@state.gov

patricioaranda@hotmail.com /
paranda@mindef.gob.pe
jlindley@ku.edu.tr

